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Abstract
Particle-in-Cell (PIC) methods are a well-established first-principle model that can
provide a kinetic description of a plasma by following trajectories of an ensemble of
charged particles in self-consistent electromagnetic fields. To the extent that quantum
mechanical effects can be neglected, the PIC model makes no physics approximations
and is a key tool in the study of plasma physics. The first-principle nature of the PIC
model determines that PIC simulations require intense computation. Modern graphic
processing units (GPU's) provide a significant amount of raw compute power and
bandwidth, both about an order of magnitude more than a conventional CPU. In this
thesis, we have developed an implementation of an electromagnetic PIC code, with
charge-conserving current deposition, on a GPU cluster with CUDA. We have developed a new charge-conserving current deposition scheme with little thread divergence
and a new particle sorting algorithm that is especially efficient for explicit PIC codes.
The implementation takes advantage of the fast on-chip shared memory and coalesced
data access. The thread racing technique used also can provide a general method of
resolving write conflict among computation threads on GPU. Particle sorting and
boundary update methods are carefully designed to minimize data movement. The code
has good scalability where the latency of MPI communication between nodes is the main
reason for the performance decrease in weak scaling. Depending on plasma temperatures, the GPU implementation has achieved a processing speed of 2.2-4.5 ns per
particle-step in two-dimensional (2D) simulations using 1-225 GPUs, and 4.3-15.8 ns

vii

per particle-step in three dimensional (3D) simulations using 1-216 GPUs. These results
are among the best reported to date. The precision of our GPU PIC code has been
examined by comparing simulation results on thermal plasma evolutions and beamplasma instabilities with the well-known OSIRIS CPU code. The differences of energy
conservation and other quantities between the GPU code and OSIRIS per time step are
less than the order of single precision round-off error.
The transport of an electron beam in a plasma is a fundamental problem in plasma
physics and important to a new inertial confinement fusion scheme: fast ignition. Evolution of a relativistic electron beam-plasma return current system has been studied using
PIC simulations in this thesis. The mode number-resolved linear growth rates of the
oblique instabilities that the system suffers generally agree with the existing theory. The
comparison of in- and out-of-plane simulations shows that the two-stream type of
instabilities dominates the early stage of energy transfer from the beam drift energy to
the beam and plasma thermal energy. Effects of different beam temperatures and ion
motion are studied. The evolution is generally dominated by the two-stream instability
early on and the Weibel/filament instability later on. Space charges from the beamplasma temperature disparity play an important role during the evolution. The end stage
of the nonlinear evolution is dominated by the Weibel/filament type of instabilities,
resulting in a beam with a moderately increased angular spread, reduced drift energy,
and no reduction in the initial cross section.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Overview of PIC method
For many interesting problems in plasma physics, a deeper understanding can only be
gained with the help of kinetic plasma models. The Vlasov equation [1]:

∙

∙

( 1-1 )

describes the evolution of a distribution function fα(x, v, t) of electrically charged particles of type α, each particle having an electric charge qα and mass mα in a sixdimensional phase space (x1, x2, x3, v1, v2, v3), where xi’s and vi’s are space and velocity
coordinates respectively. The electric and magnetic fields E and B are determined by
Maxwell’s equations ( 1-2 ) where ρ and J are charge and current densities respectively.

∙

4
∙

0
1

∙

1

( 1-2 )
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One Vlasov equation is needed to describe each species of particles. One numerical
approach [2, 3] to solve the Vlasov equation is to integrate the Vlasov equation directly
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on a high-dimensional numerical grid of the phase space. Although this fine-grained
approach can offer high accuracy and low noise, Vlasov codes tend to be extremely
memory consuming and computationally demanding due to the high dimensionality of
the phase space [4].
Another approach to kinetic modeling of plasma is to represent fα by a number of
computational particles (also called macro-particles or super-particles), and to compute
the trajectories of these particles in the self-consistent electric and magnetic fields. This
is equivalent to solving the Vlasov equation by the method of characteristics. Early
models used particle-particle methods, i.e., advance each particle using the equation of
motion and computed the force acting on each particle by the Coulomb’s Law,

( 1-3 )

where the relativistic factor is given by
1
1

⁄

3

This approach requires O

arithmetic operations for a simulation with N particles.

Directly modeling these interactions and solving these equations for all particles in a
plasma is computationally challenging and only feasible when the total number of
particles is relatively small. One way to overcome these limitations is using the Particlein-cell (PIC) method.
PIC methods are a well-established first-principles model that can provide a kinetic
description of a plasma by following trajectories of an ensemble of charged particles in
self-consistent electromagnetic fields [5, 6]. In a PIC simulation, the plasma under
consideration is described by an appropriately large number of computational particles.
Each computational particle is used to represent a certain number of actual particles. All
particles reside within a simulation space, which has definite geometric boundaries. The
simulation space is further discretized into regions called cells. The boundaries of these
cells are defined by a set of regular grid points which reside at certain intervals along
each dimension of the simulation space. The size of the grid cells are chosen to resolve
the relevant scale length for a simulation problem. An atomic computation cycle in a
fully-explicit, electromagnetic PIC code consists basically of three parts (See Figure
1-1): field solve for evolving the electromagnetic fields by solving Maxwell’s equations
on a grid using currents and charge densities calculated by weighting discrete particles
onto the grid; particle push for calculating the Lorentz force on the particles by interpolating the updated fields to particle positions (field interpolation) and advancing particles
to new positions and momentum via the relativistic equation of motion (particle advance); current deposition for determining the current density on the grid from the
particle motion. To the extent that quantum mechanical effects can be neglected, the PIC

4

codes make no physics approximations and are ideally suited for studying complex
systems with many degrees of freedom.

Figure 1-1: The basic flow loop of PIC simulations
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1.2 Overview of GPU Computing and the CUDA Platform
1.2.1 GPU Computing
Graphics processing units (GPU), first invented by NVIDIA in 1999, were originally
designed to accelerate the building of images on a display. Driven by the insatiable
market demand for real-time, high-definition 3D graphics, the GPU has evolved into a
highly parallel, multithreaded, many-core processor with unprecedented computational
performance (See Figure 1-2) and very high memory(See Figure 1-3), making them an
ideal processor for a variety of data parallel applications.

Figure 1-2: Comparison of computing power in GFLOPs between NVIDIA GPU
and Intel CPU
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Figure 1-3: Comparison of memory bandwidth in GB/s between NVIDIA GPU and
Intel CPU

Early efforts that used GPUs and graphics application programming interfaces (API) for
general purpose scientific and engineering computing were known as GPGPU (GeneralPurpose computation on GPUs). The traditional GPGPU model had several drawbacks.
First, it required the programmer to have a deep understanding of the graphics APIs,
such as DirectX [7], OpenGL [8] and Cg [9]. Second, scientific applications had to be
mapped to graphics rendering procedures, greatly increasing program complexity and
limiting the accessibility of the tremendous performance of GPUs for science applications. Third, basic programming features such as random reads and writes to memory
were not supported, greatly restricting the programming model. These drawbacks were
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targeted by NVIDIA CUDA [10], which will be discussed in detail in the following
section.

1.2.2 Overview of the CUDA Platform
The Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [10], released by NVIDIA in early
2007, has been up to now the leading technology for general purpose GPU programming.
Unlike traditional GPUs, CUDA GPUs are designed with greater focus on data processing as opposed to flow control and caching. They are capable of executing thousands
of lightweight threads simultaneously with millions more queued. CUDA consists of
new hardware architecture, a specific programming model, and a software environment
for issuing and managing computations on GPUs. It treats the GPU as a data-parallel
computing device without the need of mapping computations to the graphics pipeline.
An alternative to the CUDA framework is the new Open Computing Language
(OpenCL) [11]. Unlike CUDA, the applications written using OpenCL can access not
only CPU’s and GPU’s but also other processors such as DSPs (Digital Signal Processors) and the Cell processors used in Sony’s PlayStations. OpenCL can achieve similar
performance of CUDA under a fair comparison [12], but CUDA provides more mature
compiler optimizations and execution techniques since it is specially designed for
NVIDIA hardware.
1.2.2.1 Hardware Architecture
NVIDIA’s first GPU supporting CUDA was the G80 introduced in November 2006 and
brought the single-instruction multiple-thread (SIMT) execution model with it. In 2008,
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the second generation unified architecture – GT200 [13] was released with an increased
number of cores. The GT200 series brought some of the first double precision capable
GPUs, much to the delight of the scientific community. From the hardware standpoint,
modern GPUs consists of several streaming multiprocessors (SMs) (See Figure 1-4),
each containing multiple scalar processors (SPs) (See Figure 1-5), which are also called
CUDA cores. Based on traditional processing core designs that can perform integer and
floating-point math, memory operations, and logic operations, each SP is a fully pipelined, single-issue, in-order microprocessor complete with two arithmetic logic units
(ALUs) and a floating-point unit (FPU). The number of SMs and the number of SPs in
each SM vary with GPU models. For instance, the GeForce GTX 280 graphic card
(GT200 architecture) contains 240 SPs evenly distributed into 30 SMs.

Each SM

consists of 8 SPs, each of which is capable of executing an independent thread. In
addition to the SPs, each SM in the GT200 architecture has two special function units
(SFUs) to handle single-precision floating-point transcendental functions as well as
single-precision floating-point multiplications. The execution of SFU can overlap with
the ALU or FPU execution. The Fermi architecture [14] is the next generation of NVIDIA's GPU after GT200. The architecture is designed to contain up to 512 SPs. The SPs
are organized into 16 SMs, each with 32 SPs [See Figure 1-5(b)]. Each SP in Fermi
architecture has a pipelined floating-point unit (FPU), a pipelined integer unit, some
logic for dispatching instructions and operands to these units, and a queue for holding
results. There is also a set of four SFUs in each SM for the Fermi architecture.
The features supported by a CUDA enabled GPU hardware are represented by its
compute capability [10], which is defined by a major revision number and a minor
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revision number. Devices with the same major revision number have the same core
architecture. The minor revision number corresponds to an incremental improvement to
the core architecture, possibly including new features. For example, the GeForce GTX
280 mentioned above has a compute capability of 1.3 and Tesla M2070 of the Fermi
architecture has a compute capability of 2.0.

10

Figure 1-4: GPU Architecture of (a) GT200 and (b) Fermi
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Figure 1-5: The Stream Processors of (a) GT200 and (b) Fermi

During GPU computing, data would be stored in video memory, the so-called global
memory (see Figure 1-6). Any value stored in the global memory can be accessed by all
SM’s. Although the memory bus could deliver a high bandwidth, the latency of accessing the global memory is still in the range of 400-800 cycles of the GPU core clock. In
order to hide the long latency, today’s GPU’s are enhanced with a memory coalescing
mechanism such that accesses to adjacent memory addresses by neighboring processing
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elements could be combined into a single operation. Such a blocked accessing mechanism significantly boosts effective memory bandwidth by taking advantage of the
parallel architectures of memories.

Figure 1-6: GPU memory hierarchy

Every SM in the GT200 architecture is equipped with a 16KB shared memory, which
could provide up to 16 single precision floating numbers of data in one clock cycle. The
size of the shared memory has been increased to 48KB in the Fermi architecture. The
share memory is much faster than the global memory is because it is on-chip. The shared
memory can be accessed efficiently by all SPs in the same SM. It is a completely soft-
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ware-controlled cache so that frequently used data can be stored close to the computing
resource without frequently suffering the global memory latency. The shared memory is
a very important feature in CUDA.
The register files in each SM are primarily designed with high bandwidth in mind. The
GT200 register files are 64KB in each SM, compared to 32KB in the earlier G80 generation. The GT200 SM has a total of 16K register file entries partitioned across the SPs,
where each register entry is 32 bits. Fermi’s register file has been increased to 32K
entries or 128KB total, and the new double precision data types (both integer and
floating point) consume two adjacent registers. The registers are statically assigned to a
given thread. An individual thread can have 4-128 registers.
Fermi introduces a two level transparent cache memory hierarchy. There is an L1 cache
for each multiprocessor and an L2 cache shared by all SMs, both of which are used to
cache accesses to local or global memory, including temporary register spills. The cache
behavior (e.g. whether reads are cached in both L1 and L2 or in L2 only) can be partially
configured on a per-access basis using modifiers to the load or store instruction. Each
SM has 64 KB of on-chip memory, divided into shared memory and transparent L1
cache. The programmer may choose between two configurations: 48 KB of shared
memory and 16 KB of L1 cache (the default option), or 16 KB of shared memory and 48
KB of L1 cache memory. In addition, the L1 cache memory can be deactivated.
All 16 SMs in a Fermi GPU share a 768KB unified L2 cache. By the standards of
modern general-purpose CPUs, this cache is relatively small, but previous CUDA
architectures had no L2 cache at all. The L2 cache is used to service all memory control-
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ler I/O requests. The L2 cache also helps accelerate atomic operations in a Fermi GPU.
Fermi's unified L2 cache serializes atomic operations in a different manner as in the
GT200 GPU: If a memory address is in the L2 cache, then it is possible to read, modify
and update the data at that location without requiring a round-trip to and from the global
memory.

1.2.2.2 The CUDA Programming Model
In the CUDA programming model, the GPU is a compute device and operates as a
coprocessor with its own DRAM memory to the main CPU, which in CUDA terminology is called host. The CUDA programming model is based upon the concept of C
function-like kernels which are executed multiple times in parallel by a set of lightweight threads. Programs are written using as many threads as needed, with algorithms
allowed and encouraged to use millions of threads. The threads are grouped into onedimensional, two-dimensional or three-dimensional blocks, which in turn are organized
into one-dimensional, two-dimensional or three-dimensional grids (see Figure 1-7). The
SM maps each thread to one SP and each scalar thread executes independently with its
own instruction address and register state. The maximum number of threads per block is
512 for GPUs with compute capability of 1.x and 1024 for GPUs with compute capability of 2.x. The threads of a block execute concurrently on a single SM in the GPU.
Within a single SM, each instruction is executed by all threads before moving on to the
next instruction, a model that has been named SIMT. The interleaving instructions
execution has a desirable side-effect of hiding memory access latency when the instruc-
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tion being processed is reading or writing memory, since memory access operations
typically take longer than the time to execute the instruction itself. By executing more
threads than there are cores in an SM, each SM is able to map threads to processor cores
in an efficient manner. Threads within the same block can cooperate by sharing data and
synchronizing their execution. The 3-tier thread organization is tailored to match the
hardware architecture. The corresponding relations are illustrated in Figure 1-8. In the
kernel, the thread, block and grid information are accessible via the following built-in 3component vector variables:


threadIdx – The thread index within a block (vector components:
threadIdx.x, threadIdx.y, threadIdx.z)



blockIdx – The block index within a block (vector components: blockIdx.x,
blockIdx.y, blockIdx.z)



blockDim – The dimensions of a block, in other word, the number of threads

within a block in different dimensions (vector components: blockDim.x,
blockDim.y, blockDim.z)


gridDim – The dimensions of a grid, in other word, the number of blocks within

a grid in different dimensions (vector components: gridDim.x, gridDim.y,
gridDim.z)

Threads are created, managed, scheduled, and executed in groups of 32 threads called
warps. A warp executes one common instruction at a time, so full efficiency is realized
when all 32 threads of a warp agree on their execution path. If threads of a warp diverge
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via a data dependent conditional branch, the warp serially executes each branch path
taken, which causes performance degradation and should be avoided when possible.
In GPU execution, a race condition arises when multiple threads attempt to access the
same memory location at the same time and at least one access is a write request. For
situations where race conditions are difficult or impossible to avoid, atomic operations
can be performed on both shared and global memory. An operation is atomic in the
sense that it is guaranteed to be performed without interference from other threads. In
other words, no other thread can access this locked memory address until the operation is
complete. The support for atomic operations varies with the compute capability. For
example, atomic add operation on 32-bit floating-point values is only available for
devices of computer capability 2.x and higher. Although atomic operations are helpful
for threads to communicate with each other, they cost more time than normal memory
accesses, especially when many threads are performing the same atomic operation on the
same memory location.

Figure 1-7: A grid of CUDA thread blocks
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Figure 1-8: CUDA Hierarchy of Threads, Blocks, and Grids

A metric related to the number of active warps on a multiprocessor is occupancy, which
is important in determining how effectively the hardware is kept busy. Occupancy is
defined as the ratio of the number of active warps per multiprocessor to the maximum
number of active warps. Another way to view occupancy is the percentage of the hardware’s ability to process warps that is actively in use. Higher occupancy does not always
equate to higher performance [15]. However, low occupancy always interferes with the
ability to hide memory latency, resulting in performance degradation. Two factors that
mainly determine occupancy are register requirements per thread and shared memory
usage. The occupancy can be easily calculated using CUDA Occupancy Calculator [16]
which is an Excel spreadsheet provided by NVIDIA.
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Most CUDA applications follow a set program flow (See Figure 1-9). The host first
allocates the device memory for the data that need to be processed and then copies the
data from the host memory to the allocated space in the device memory. Next, the CPU
initiates kernel execution on the GPU. Kernels are then launched and executed parallelly
in each core on the GPU. Once the execution is completed, the results are copied back
to the host memory for display or further processing.

Figure 1-9: Example of a CUDA processing flow
① Copy data from the main memory to the GPU memory
② The CPU instructs the process to the GPU
③ The GPU executes parallelly in each core
④ Copy the result from the GPU memory to the main memory
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1.2.2.3 CUDA Memory Access
CUDA threads have access to data from multiple memory spaces (See Figure 1-8). Each
thread has its own register and private local memory. Each block has a shared memory
that is only visible to all threads of the block and has the same lifetime as the block. A
typical usage scenario would be that the kernel code initializes variables in the shared
memory, the threads in the block compute using these variables, and the results are
copied to the global memory, which is visible to the whole application. Finally, all
threads have access to the global memory, but the execution order of the blocks is
arbitrary. Hence threads that belong to different blocks cannot communicate explicitly;
they can nevertheless share their results through the global memory.
As CUDA is a framework built around the C programming language, CUDA applications are fairly easy to implement. However, a great deal of time and knowledge is
required to optimize the applications for the specialized hardware. Special care has to be
taken with memory access patterns to obtain maximum efficiency.
The global memory space is not cached, so it is all the more important to follow proper
access patterns to get maximum memory bandwidth, especially given how costly accesses to the device memory are. The global memory access is most efficient when the data
access pattern is coalesced, that is, when multiple concurrent memory accesses by
different threads are combined into a single memory access transaction. This memory
access combination takes place at the warp or half-warp level. The requirements for
coalesced access depend on the compute capability of the device. For example, on
devices with compute capability 1.2 or 1.3, if all 16 threads of a half-warp were each to
perform a four-byte memory read, instead of performing 16 reads, these reads could be
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coalesced into a 64 bytes transaction if the half-warp addresses a single segment of the
size of 64 bytes. On devices of compute capability 2.x, memory accesses by all 32
threads of a warp are coalesced into a 128 byte transaction if the requested address lies
in the same 128 byte segment. A typical coalesced sequential memory access pattern is
shown in Figure 1-10.

Figure 1-10: Examples of coalesced sequential global memory access pattern
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Because it is on-chip, the shared memory is much faster than the global memory. To
achieve high memory bandwidth for concurrent accesses, the shared memory is divided
into equally sized memory modules (banks) that can be accessed simultaneously.
Optimal performance is achieved when concurrent access does not cause a bank conflict.
If multiple addresses of a memory request map to the same memory bank, the accesses
are serialized. The hardware splits a memory request that has bank conflicts into as many
separate conflict-free requests as necessary, decreasing the effective bandwidth by a
factor equal to the number of separate memory requests. The one exception here is when
all threads in a half warp address the same shared memory location, resulting in a
broadcast. The number of banks in the shared memory is 16 for devices of compute
capability 1.x and 32 for devices of compute capability 2.x. Two typical linear addressing patterns with no bank conflict and with 2-way bank conflicts are shown in Figure
1-11.
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Figure 1-11: Example of shared memory access pattern
(a) Linear addressing with a stride of one 32-bit word.
(b) Linear addressing with a stride of two 32-bit words causes 2-way
bank conflicts.
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1.3 Related previous works
PIC simulations are a key tool in the study of plasma physics. Large full 3D parallel
electromagnetic full particle codes like VLPL [17], OSIRIS [18, 19], VORPAL [20],
OOPIC [21], VPIC [22] and others have contributed remarkably in our understanding of
the complex kinetic non-linear plasma physics. GPU’s are especially well-suited to
massively parallel data processing with high arithmetic intensity. Given the large number of particles (107~1010) typically used in a PIC simulation, the particle-related
computational heavy procedures in a PIC code, such as particle push and current deposition, are suitable to be implemented on a GPU. A great deal of effort has been put into
the implementation of PIC algorithms on CPUs. NVIDIA CUDA has been a widelyused research tool since its introduction in 2007. This is due to its ease to program and
tap the computational power of GPU’s for a wide range of scientific computing application. Implementation of PIC algorithms on GPU’s using CUDA is an active research
area.
There are several issues that need to be solved or considered during the implementation
of the PIC code on GPU. First issue in the high-performance GPU implementation is
memory bandwidth. In order to keep the global data access to be coalesced, the particles
need to be sorted in certain way. Second, massively parallel thread execution may lead
to possible resource conflict issues, such as memory writing conflict. Third, GPU’s
usually have significantly higher performances in single-precision computing than that
of double precision. However, the error introduced by the single-precision computing
may harm the correctness of the result.
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Stantcheva et al. [23] described a GPU implementation of the particle-to-grid interpolation step in the PIC simulation. The algorithm used bookmarked particle array sections
called bins. All particles in the same cluster of cells were grouped into a bin to relax the
requirement of particle sorting. During the execution, each bin was mapped to a GPU
block. The particles were kept in a bin-sorted order through an exchange mechanism
using the shared memory and registers. Since their particle sorting method was based on
the assumption that the particles can move only to the two adjacent bins, a hierarchical
particle binning method was also implemented to address this issue. Tests were performed on a GeForce 8800 Ultra card, and achieved 7.2 ns/particle/step for the particleto-grid interpolation step. Although this implementation was well-known as the first PIC
code implementation on a GPU, it was only one of the essential parts of a PIC code.
Viktor et al. [24] developed a GPU global memory based approach for a simple 2D
electrostatic code which has only about 60 floating point operations per particle per time
step. Their algorithm required the particles to be kept sorted. During the particle sorting,
the data of the particles to be sorted were copied to a buffer in the global memory
assigned to each thread, where a buffer overflow may occur. Their benchmarks were run
on a GeForce GTX 280 card and a Tesla C1060 card separately. The simulation problem
had 4.7 million particles. The performance was 0.78 – 1.83 ns/particle/step with plasma
temperatures varying from cold to hot. The performance of this implementation was
faster than all the previous PIC code GPU implementation. But buffers with redundant
sizes had to be allocated to avoid the buffer overflow, the shared memory was not fully
utilized in the implementation.
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Burau et al. [25] presented a scalable GPU cluster implementation of a fully relativistic
2D algorithm. To localize the data access, so that the particle in the same cell can access
the common field data, they used a linked particle list where each particle was associated
to its containing cell by a unique cell index and carried a reference to its predecessor in
the list. When a particle leaves or enters a cell, the particle list element deletion and
insertion were handled via atomic operations, which were relatively time consuming
comparing to the kernel execution. The implementation was tested on two nodes with
two GPUs per node. The first node has two GTX280 cards and the second node has one
GTX280 card and one TESLA C1060 card. For a laser-driven plasma wavefield accelerator simulation with 8 million particles on each GPU, the performance of the code was
7-11ns/particle/step with different numbers of GPUs used.
Mertmann et al. [26] showed a GPU implementation of a 1D PIC code with Monte-Carlo
collisions. The code used sorting cells whose size was comparable to the size of the grid
cells to fine-sort the particles. All particles in a sorting cell were handled by a single
CUDA block. During current deposition, a particle was processed by one CUDA thread.
A local copy of the charge density array of the sorting cell was stored in the register
memory of each thread. The current density was calculated using a reduction in the
shared memory after all particles in the sorting cell were processed. However, the usage
of the register memory in this implementation is only suitable for 1D simulation with
small sorting cells. The tests with 2 million particles were run on GeForce GTX 480
GPU, and the performance was 7.0-7.6ns/particle/step.
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Abreu et al. [27] implemented a full relativistic 2D PIC code that used Esirkepov [28]
method to deposit the current. Since many particles from different threads may try to
deposit the current in the same cell, the floating point atomic operation atomicExch()
was used to address this memory collision issue, which cost a performance penalty.
Also, the particles were sorted globally using a radix sort algorithm, which further
caused degradation in performance. For a simulation of Weibel instability with 1.2
million particles, their code cost 72 ns/particle/step using a Tesla C1060 GPU.
Joseph et al. [29] developed a GPU implementation of the toroidal edge PIC code
XGC1. The code requires triangular mesh instead of a rectangular mesh. The implementation uses parallel bucket sort for ordering particles. The forces on particles are
calculated using atomic operations. The benchmark experiment is conducted on two
Tesla T10 GPUs with 18M particles, and achieves a performance of 4.5 ns/particle/step.
In this thesis, we have developed an implementation of electromagnetic PIC code, with
charge-conserving current deposition, on a GPU cluster with CUDA. For plasma temperature varying from 0keV to 10MeV, we have achieved a performance of Tps = 2.2 –
4.5 ns for the 2D case with GPU number varying from 1 to 225 and 4.3 – 15.8 ns per
particle per time step for the 3D case with GPU number varying from 1 to 216. The
implementation took advantage of the fast on-chip shared memory and coalesced data
access. The thread racing technique used also provides a general method of resolving
write conflict among computation threads on GPU. Particle sorting and boundary update
methods are carefully designed to minimize the data movement. The precision of our
GPU PIC code is examined by comparing the simulation results of and Maxwell distri-
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bution plasma evolutions and beam-plasma instabilities with OSIRIS CPU code. The
energy differences between the GPU code and OSIRIS CPU code per time step are less
than the order of single precision round-off error. The developed GPU PIC code is used
for the study of the evolution of the relativistic electron beam-plasma return current
system.
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2. CUDA-Based PIC Algorithms and Their
Implementation
2.1 Data Structures
2.1.1 Field Related Data
In a PIC simulation, field related quantities (the electric field E, the magnetic field B and
the current field J) are discretized on a spatial grid. The data of each vector field are first
initialized in the host memory as a multi-dimensional array in FORTRAN. For example,
in the 3D case, a field has the form shown below:

real(p_k_rdoub), dimension(:,:,:,:), pointer :: f3

where the first dimension of the array represents the three components of the vector
field, the other three dimensions of the array refer to the indices of the 3D grid that the
field is defined on. The multi-dimensional field data are then copied from host memory
to the GPU global memory as 1D float arrays, one for each vector component of the field
by serializing the grid data and separating data with different vector component. For
example, if the field data in the host memory use 1-based indexing, then an element of
the E field array with the 4D index of (j, i1 ,i2 ,i3) in the host memory will be
copied to the element of the array for the corresponding vector component j with 1D
index of ((i1-1) + nx1*(i2-1) + nx1*nx2*(i3-1) + nx1*nx2*nx3*(j-1))
in the GPU global memory, where nx1, nx2, nx3 are the grid number in each
dimension. Hence, there are totally 9 arrays in the GPU global memory for the three
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vector field data namely d_e1, d_e2, d_e3, d_b1, d_b2, d_b3, d_jay1,
d_jay2, d_jay3 (the “d” prefix means that the arrays are allocated in the device

memory, i.e. the GPU global memory).

2.1.2 Particle Related Data
The description of a particle in PIC simulations usually needs seven quantities: positions
in the (x, y, z) directions, momenta in the (x, y, z) directions and the particle charge
weight. The particle position representation used in our code consists of the indices of
the containing cell and the offsets from the lower boundaries of the cell, to better maintain accuracy [22]. Two arrays, with the data type int and float respectively, are allocated
to store the containing cell indices and the offsets for each component of the particle
position. Hence, in the 3D case, there are 6 arrays in the GPU memory for the particle
position, namely d_xCell1, d_xPos1, d_xCell2, d_xPos2, d_xCell3 and
d_xPos3, whereas only the first four arrays are needed in the 2D case. Three float arrays

are used for the three spatial components of the particle momenta, namely d_u1, d_u2
and d_u3. The particle charge data are also stored in a float array, namely d_q. Thus, 10
arrays of the same size are used to store the particle data. (In the 2D case, the zcomponent of particle position is not used, so only 8 arrays are needed.).
Special data structures are designed for the particle-related data arrays to utilize the
shared memory and reduce the cost of particle sorting. We group multiple grid cells into
bins (See Figure 2-1). The bins can be identified using a 2D bin index (dx, dy), or a 3D
bin index (dx, dy, dz). The index of a bin and its bin ID relate to each other in a straight-
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forward way: for a 2D simulation with a total bin number of (Dx, Dy), the bin ID of a bin
is (dx + dyDx); for a three-dimensional with a total bin number of (Dx, Dy, Dz), the bin ID
of a bin (dx, dy, bz) is (dx + dyDx + dzDxDy). The reason for the grouping will be explained in detail in Sec 2.2, 2.3 and 2.5. The particle data arrays, such as d_xCell1 or
d_q, consist of segments with one segment for all particles in a bin. The size of each

segment is always larger than the total size of the particle data in the bin, leaving a
buffer region to store the data of the incoming particles that move from the adjacent bins
to this bin. We refer to the section that a single particle will occupy in the particle data
arrays as a slot, where the slot index is then actually the element index in the array.
Therefore, every particle is actually accessed by its slot index. We will simply call the
slot index of the particle as particle index in the following sections. Therefore, if there
are nb particles in a bin, and the buffer data ratio is set as rb, then the slot number in the

1

larger than

⁄32

1

bin is 32 INT

1 , which is the smallest multiple of warp size that is

.

There are 8 auxiliary particle-related arrays to help locate the particle data and sort
particles

in

the

d_slotIndex,

GPU

memory,

d_goList,

namely

d_pList,

d_startIndex,

d_Holes,

d_pHoles,

d_bufferIndex,
d_ifHole. The

arrays d_startIndex, d_bufferIndex and d_slotIndex are used to record the
index of the first slot, the index of the first buffer slot, the total slot number in the bins
respectively (will be explained later in this section). d_goList and d_pList arrays are
used to store the slot index of the particles that need to be sorted and the number of
particles that need to be sorted respectively. d_Holes, d_pHoles and d_ifHole are
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used to record the indices of empty slots, the number of empty slots and the empty slot
flag respectively.

Figure 2-1: Illustration of 2D bins with the bin index (dx, dy) shown in each bin.
Here Dx = 4, Dy = 4. The bin size is 43 cells. The dashed small grids represent the
grid cells. The solid large grids represent the bins.

The total number of particles and the index of the first particle of each bin are recorded
in two int auxiliary arrays d_bufferIndex and d_startIndex. Their dimensions are
equal to the total number of bins. An int array d_slotIndex is also allocated to record
the total slot number in each bin. Figure 2-2 shows the illustrations of the structure of the
particle-related arrays for a simulation with only two bins that contains 5 and 9 particles
respectively. Since only two bins are under consideration in the example, the auxiliary
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arrays d_startIndex, d_bufferIndex and d_slotIndex only have two elements. In our real implementation, the total slot number for each bin is actually a multimultiple of CUDA warp size 32 to keep the data in global memory aligned. Compared to
the defragmentation step in Ref [23] which requires sorting particles within a bin, our
data structure with buffer can effectively reduce the data movement within a bin.

Figure 2-2: Illustration of the data structures for the particle-related arrays. The
numbers are slots indices.

After the particles are pushed to new positions in each step, some of the particles may
move across the bin boundary to another bin. The particle index and the moving direction are recorded in the d_goList array. Similar to the particle data arrays, d_goList
also consists of sections with one section for each bin. In addition to that, each section of
d_goList is divided into several sub-sections with one sub-section for each moving

direction. There are 8 possible moving directions for outgoing particles in the 2D case (
See Figure 2-3 ): x+, x, y+, y, x+y+, xy, x+y, xy+, and 26 possible moving directions
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in the 3D case: x+, x, y+, y, z+, z, x+y+, xy, x+y, xy+, x+z+, xz, xz+, x+z, y+z+,
yz, yz+, y+z, x+y+z+, xyz, xyz+, x+y+z, xy+z+, x+yz, x+yz, x-y+z. The size of
the sub-section or section of the d_goList array is proportional to the section size of
the particle data array. Since the possibility that a particle moves to an adjacent bins in
the normal directions (x+, x, y+, y, z+, z) is usually much greater than the possibility of
moving to the bins in the face diagonal directions (x+y+, xy, x+y, xy+, x+z+, xz,
xz+, x+z, y+z+, yz, yz+, y+z) and the space diagonal directions (x+y+z+, xyz,
xyz+, x+y+z, xy+z+, x+yz, x+yz, x-y+z), the sizes of the sub-sections for different
kind of moving directions are different. Given that the element number of every section
in any particle data array is a multiple of 32, if a particle data array has 32Pi (Pi is an
integer) elements (or slots) in the bin i, there are SORT_PER_WARP0*Pi,
SORT_PER_WARP1*Pi and SORT_PER_WARP2*Pi elements in the sub-sections of the

corresponding bin for the normal, face diagonal and space diagonal direction respectively. Here SORT_PER_WARP0, SORT_PER_WARP1 and SORT_PER_WARP2 are constant
integers set by users. Therefore, the total element number in each section of d_goList
is
(SORT_DIRECT0*SORT_PER_WARP0
+SORT_DIRECT1*SORT_PER_WARP1
+SORT_DIRECT2*SORT_PER_WARP2)*Pi

where SORT_DIRECT0, SORT_DIRECT1 and SORT_DIRECT2 are the numbers of
possible moving directions for the normal, face diagonal and space diagonal direction
respectively. These three direction numbers are (4, 4, 0) in the 2D case, and (8, 12, 6) in
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the 3D case. The number of particles moving to another bin in a certain direction is
recorded in the d_pList array whose section number is equal to the total bin number.
Hence, each sub-section in the d_goList array corresponds to an element to the
d_pList array which has 8 or 26 element in each section depending on whether the

simulation is 2D or 3D. The d_goList array is maintained in a way that is similar to
that of a stack structure. Each sub-section of the d_goList array can be thought as a
stack, where the corresponding element in the d_pList array can be thought as the
pointer to the stack top. Illustrations of the d_goList array and the d_pList array for a
3D case are shown in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-3: Illustration of 8 possible directions for particles moving across bin
boundaries in the 2D case
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Figure 2-4: Illustration of a section of (a) d_goList (b) d_pList. The slot indices
of the cross-boundary particles are recorded in d_goList, and the number of
cross-boundary particles in a certain direction is recorded in the d_pList.
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Figure 2-5: Illustration of the d_Holes array. The upper graph illustrates a bin
located at the lower x boundary of a node. A particle movement is represented by
an arrow and a circle with a number. The number in a circle is the slot index of the
particle. Particles with indices 66 and 68 are moving out of the node boundary. The
middle graph illustrates the corresponding bin section in a particle data array. The
dashed circles represent slots that are empty or assumed empty. The bottom graph
illustrates the corresponding bin section in the d_Holes array. The corresponding
element in the d_pHoles array is 2.

If a particle moves out of a bin, the particle data will be correspondingly copied from the
section of the source bin to the section of the destination bin in the particle data arrays.
As a consequence, an empty hole is left in the data region of the source bin after the
particle moving. Although the empty holes will be filled in with other particle data, a
hole list d_Holes is still needed to be maintained temporally to record the indexes of
the empty slots in the data region of bins (See Figure 2-5). Similar to the d_goList
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array, the d_Holes array consists of multiple sections with each section for one bin, and
the ratio between the element number of each section in d_Holes and any particle data
array is also kept as a constant chosen by the user. In our code, we use
SORT_PER_WARP0 as the constant. The total number of holes in each bin is recorded in

the d_pHoles array whose dimension is equal to the total bin number. The d_Holes
array is also maintained in a “stack” way using the elements in the d_pHoles array as
the stack top pointer. Another auxiliary array d_ifHole, which has the same element
number and section structure as any particle data array, is mainly used to mark whether a
slot is empty and to record the particle moving direction.

2.2 Particle Push
In particle push, the electromagnetic (EM) fields are interpolated to a particle’s position
by weighting each field component from the particles nearby grid points. In this thesis,
we have implemented a linear weighting scheme, using the nearest four grid points in the
2D case (See Figure 2-6) and eight grid points in the 3D case. Higher order weighting
schemes, which can reduce numerical noise, can in principle be similarly developed. For
linear weighting in the 2D case [28], the field component Ez at the position of a particle
in the grid cell (i, j) can be given by:

,,
,

,

,,
,

,

( 2-1 )
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Here, the particle position (x, y) within the cell is normalized by the cell length. After the
EM field interpolation, the particles are pushed to new momenta in several steps using
the Boris scheme [30],

( 2-2 )

where

and

are the momenta of the particle before and after the push. A

straightforward implementation of this procedure on GPU is to assign one CUDA thread
to process each particle. To interpolate the field, each thread needs to read the E and B
field data from the particle neighboring grid points. From the view of the grid points, if
there are initially nppc particles per cell (normally, nppc=10~100), the same field data on
each grid point will be read by 4nppc or 8nppc threads on average, depending on the type
of simulations. Therefore, it is important to keep the EM field data in the shared memory
to avoid redundant transfers from the global memory. However, given that the size of the
entire EM field array is always much larger than the size of the shared memory, we
cannot store the entire EM field array, but only a small fraction of it in the shared
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memory for each CUDA block. To apply this strategy, we can group multiple grid cells
into bins as mentioned in Sec 2.1.2 and process all particles in the same bin using a
single CUDA block. The binning of the grid cells requires the particles to be sorted
based on their bin indices to keep the global memory data access coalesced.
Thus, the process flow of the CUDA kernel for the particle push mainly consists of two
steps:
1) The field data of d_e1, d_e2, d_e3, d_b1, d_b2, d_b3 for each bin are
copied from the global memory to the shared memory of the corresponding
CUDA block.
2) Each particle is pushed using a CUDA thread, where the field data needed in the
interpolation are read from the shared memory. The i-th thread of each CUDA
block processes the particle with index of

∗

_

in the bin,

where Nthread_push is the block size and k is an integer that represents the loop
number of thread execution. That is, if the number of particles in the bin is larger
than the total thread number of the block, this particle push procedure is repeated
in strides equal to the total thread number of the block until every particle in the
bin is processed.
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Figure 2-6: Illustration of field interpolation using linear weighting

2.3 Current Deposition
After particle push, the updated momentum is used to update the particle position in the
current deposition procedure according to:

( 2-3 )

The current is then calculated using the old position

and the new position

of

each particle and deposit to the grid in such a way that charge conservation is not
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violated. Many PIC codes use the charge-conserving current deposition schemes [31]
from TRISTAN [32] to rigorously obey the continuity equation ( 2-4 )

∙

,

( 2-4 )

and avoid solving the Poisson’s equation.
To increase the numerical accuracy, the staggered grids are used as shown in Figure 2-7
and Figure 2-8. If the particle does not cross any boundary within one time step, the
currents can be deposited using the set of Eq ( 2-5 ) in the 2D case:
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where x and y are the offsets of particle start position from the lower boundaries of the
cell normalized by the cell length, ∆ , ∆ , ∆ are the particle movements which can be
calculated using Eq ( 2-3 ). A more complicated set of equations are used to deposit the
non-boundary-crossing current in the 3D case. A flow chart of the TRISTAN method in
the 2D case is shown in Figure 2-9. The basic idea of the TRISTAN method is to split
the movement of a particle from P0 at (x0, y0) to P1 at (x1, y1) into multiple parts if the
particle goes through cell boundaries (See Figure 2-10). Usually, the Courant condition
for the field solver limits the time step so that the particle moves less than the dimension
of a single cell in each direction in one step. A particle can at most go across three cells
or four cells in the 2D or 3D case respectively, which can lead to 5 or 15 kinds of
possible current split cases. The five current split cases in the 2D TRISTAN method are
shown in Figure 2-10, where PA and PB are the intersection point of the particle trajectory
and the boundaries along x and y directions respectively. Each current split case corresponds to a conditional branch in the TRISTRAN scheme.
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Figure 2-7: Illustration of one staggered grid cell in 2D.

Figure 2-8: Illustration of one staggered grid cell in 3D.
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2.3.1 The Non-Diverged Current Split Scheme
A native implementation of current deposition is still to process each particle and deposit
its currents generated using one CUDA thread. However, in the CUDA programming
model, a warp serially executes each branch path taken, disabling threads that are not on
that path. The data dependent conditional branches corresponding to different current
split cases in the TRISTAN algorithm make it unsuitable to be implemented directly on
GPU, since the conditional branches can significantly reduce the instruction throughput
by causing threads in the same warp to diverge.
Previous work on IF-free current deposition schemes assumed a zigzag particle trajectory in one time step [33]. It was faster than the TRISTAN method but less accurate. We
have developed a new algorithm based on the TRISTAN method to avoid the conditional
branches. The new algorithm has a non-diverged form so that all currents will follow the
same path to deposit. We’ll discuss the algorithm for the 2D case first, and then extend it
to 3D case.
In the 2D case, the basic idea of the new current deposition scheme is to split the movements of all particles into three parts

,

and

regardless whether the

particle cross the cell boundary or not (See Figure 2-11). The locations of the two
splitting points PA and PB for all particles are calculated using the same flow of code
without warp divergence. The pseudo-code and the description of the algorithm are
shown in Table 2-1.
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Figure 2-9: Flow chart of the TRISTAN method for the 2D case.
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Figure 2-10: Five current split cases in the 2D TRASTAN method (the particle
movements are exaggerated for illustration purpose).

Figure 2-11: Illustration of non-diverged current splits.
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Table 2-1: current split scheme for GPU
// Intersecting points PM and PN need to be located before calculating the coordinates of PA and PB. PA and PB have the same coordinates either as PM or as PN.
//PM at (xM, yM) and PN at (xN, yN) are the first points where

or its extension line

intersects with the cell boundary along y and x direction respectively.
//All coordinates are normalize to the grid cell dimension

//If all particles in the same warp do not cross any cell boundary
= 0 && floorf (

If ( all ( floorf (

=0) )

{
Deposit

;

}
Else
{
// H1 can only have the value 0 (false) or 1 (true) depending on the particle
movement direction along the x axis.
;
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1.0 or 0.0.

//

float

;

float

;
⁄

;

//Locate PA
//PA should be the first point where

or its extension intersects with any cell

boundary
min

,

1

,

max
⁄

;

;

//Locate PB
// If both PM and PN are between P0 and P1 ( H2 = 1), then PB is the one between
PM and PN that is not the same as PA. If P0 and P1 are at the same side of PM or PN
( H2 = 0), then PB=PA.
0 &&
max

,
1

1
;

min

0 ;
,

;
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⁄

;

//If PA and PB are at the same location, there is no need to deposit
1 Deposit

If
Deposit

;

Deposit

;

;

}

The splitting points PA and PB located using the algorithm in Table 2-1 can be also
described as below. If all the particles processed by the same warp of threads do not go
across any cell boundary, no current splits are needed for this warp size of particles,
where CUDA intrinsic warp vote function all is used to test the criteria [10]. If there is
at least one particle processed by the same warp of threads go across any cell boundary,
then the current split algorithm can be classified by the cell boundary number that the
particle crosses:
(1) If the movement does not cross any cell boundary [Figure 2-11 (a)], PA and
PB are at the same location where the extension line of

intersects with

the containing cell boundary.
(2) If the movement crosses one cell boundary [Figure 2-11 (b, c)], PA and PB are
at the same location where

intersects with the cell boundary.
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(3) If the movement crosses two cell boundaries [Figure 2-11 (d, e)], PA and PB
are at the two intersections on the two boundaries, with PA nearer to P0 than
PB.
After the splitting points PA and PB are located, the current pieces
deposited onto the grids, and

and

are

is deposited only when PA and PB are at different

locations. One thing to be noticed is that very small denominators in the calculation of
the yA and yB may introduce errors that are larger than the single-precision round-off
error.
The above 2D current split scheme can be extended to the 3D case by adding a split step
in z dimension. In the 3D case, one particle may at most across four cells where the cell
boundaries in the xy-, yz-, xz-plane are crossed once. Therefore, we can first split the
particle movement by choosing one of the three cell boundary planes in the xy-, yz-, xzplane as the splitting plane, and then apply the 2D current split scheme to one of the split
part which crosses more cell boundaries than the other. In our implementation, we
choose the xz-plane as the splitting plane in the 3D case. We first check whether the
particle moves across the cell boundary in the xy-plane (see Figure 2-12). If the particle
does not move across the boundary plane, we can still use the 2D scheme described
above to deposit the current. If the particle moves across the boundary plane, then the
split in the z direction is required. The current is first split into two parts by a splitting
point PC, where PC is the point where

intersects with the xy-plane boundary of the

cell. Limited by the Courant condition, between the two parts of

and

, there is

at least one splitting part that does not cross any cell boundary. The non-boundary-
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crossing part can be directly deposited and the boundary-crossing part can be split and
deposited using the 2D split scheme. However, the threads in a warp may still diverge
since

and

can represent different split part for different particles. This issue

can be solved easily by variable substitutions in the code as shown in Figure 2-12. After
the variable assignments and substitutions, we make
crossing part and

to be the non-boundary-

to be the boundary-crossing part. Therefore, in the 3D case,

will be deposited using the 2D current split scheme for all particles and

will be

deposited directly in the case that the particle moves across the xy boundary plane. As a
result, the thread divergence is successfully avoided.
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Figure 2-12: 3D current split scheme for GPU implementation

In most of the cases that have at least one particle in a warp go across a cell boundary,
the computation time can be greatly reduced by using the new algorithm and avoiding
the branches in the original TRISTAN. However, in the case that all particles in a CUDA
warp stay in the cell, our algorithm requires more computations than directly depositing
. This is a small price to pay for reducing thread divergency. In addition, our current
deposition scheme may split a current into more current pieces than the original
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TRISTAN scheme, which may cause additional round-off errors. Current smoothing can
be implemented to reduce the introduced round-off errors.

2.3.2 The Four Color Scheme
During the current deposition process, the current density filed data on a grid point is
updated multiple times by multiple particles near that grid point, which is very similar to
the case that the EM field data need to be accessed multiple times by neighboring
particles in the particle push procedure (Sec 2.2). Therefore, the binning structure for
particle data storage and the strategy to keep the field data of a bin area in the shared
memory are still important to be used in the current deposition procedure to keep the
global memory access coalesced and avoid redundant global memory access.
A work flow of the current deposition for each CUDA block is as follows: An accumulating current density array for each bin is first initialized to zero in the shared memory.
Since the particles near the border of the bin may move out to the cells outside the bin,
the accumulating current density array used by each block needs to have guard cells
outside the bin (See Figure 2-13). Therefore, the dimension of the accumulating current
density array allocated in the shared memory is at least three elements larger than the
corresponding dimension of the bin, since the number of the guard cells is larger in
higher order schemes. The same particle-thread mapping for particle push is still used
here for current deposition, with each particle processed by one CUDA thread. The
particle data are read sequentially from the global memory. The currents are deposit to
the accumulating current density array in the shared memory. After all particles have
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deposited their currents, the accumulating current density array is added to the current
density array in the global memory.

Figure 2-13: Illustration of the accumulating current density field for each bin. The
area of current density field that needs to be allocated is surrounded by dash-dot
line. The bin is represented by the solid line. Particle movements are represented by
the arrows with a dot representing the start point of the particle.

Because the current density field needed for each bin is larger than the size of the bin,
the current density fields for any of two adjacent bins can overlap. Since the threads in
different CUDA blocks cannot communicate, adding the accumulated current density in
the overlapping area back to the current density array in the global memory can cause
write conflicts among different CUDA blocks if we process all bins in the same kernel.
To deal with this issue, we use a four-color scheme to deposit the currents in adjacent
bins separately. The basic idea of the scheme is shown in Figure 2-14. In Figure 2-14,
any two adjacent bins have different colors. Thus, there is no overlapping area for the
current density field of the bins with the same color if the length of the bin is not smaller
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than the guard cell number in each dimension. The kernel of current deposition is then
executed four times, each time for bins with the same color, to avoid write conflicts.

Figure 2-14: Illustration of four color scheme

2.3.3 Thread Racing Technique
Within a bin, write conflicts in the shared memory between parallel threads could still
occur when different threads in a warp deposit their currents onto the same grid point in
the current density field. These write conflicts can be solved easily by using floating
point number atomic operations, which are supported for devices with compute capability 2.x or higher [10]. However, even without a device of compute capability 2.x, we can
still use an intra-warp technique similar to the “threads tagging” technique in the
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NVIDIA’s histogram calculation example [34] to solve the write conflict issue. The core
of the implementation of this new technique is shown in List 2. The approach is similar
to a “floating point number atomic operation”. In the original “threads tagging” technique, the 5 most significant bits of the quantity to be updated are masked and replaced
with the tag of the thread, which only works for data with sufficiently narrow bit widths
that can be represented with a native integral type. To deal with floating point numbers,
we introduce an array of the volatile type for threads racing in the shared memory. This
racing array has the same dimension as the accumulating current density array of the bin.
For each attempt, at first, instead of adding the data to the accumulating current density
array directly, the threads in the same warp write their tags to the corresponding locations in the racing array. If two or more threads try to write their tags to the same
location in the racing array, only one thread is guaranteed to succeed [10], and that
thread can continue to update the data in the accumulating current density array. After
successfully adding their data, the threads withdraw from the subsequent races. All the
remaining threads will continue the execution until all the threads in the warp successfully add their data to the accumulating current density array and exit the loop. Finally, the
accumulating current density array is added to the current density array in the global
memory.

Table 2-2: The pseudo code of the thread racing technique for current deposition
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/*s_Jay is the accumulating current density array in the shared
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memory
s_race is used for thread racing
ij is the index of element that needs to be updated in s_Jay
data is the value that needs to be added to s_Jay[ij]
Each thread has a unique tag number (We use threadIdx.x as the
thread tag in our code).*/
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
inline __device__ void addFloat(
float *s_Jay,
volatile ushort *s_race,
uint ij,
float data,
uint tag,
char hash)
{
hash=0;
do
{
s_race[ij]=tag;
if(s_race[ij]==tag)
{
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s_Jay[ij] += data;
hash=1; //data is successfully added
}
}while(!hash);
}

2.4 Particle Boundary Update
2.4.1 Sending Particles
For each node, after the positions of all particles on the node are updated, some of the
particles may move across the simulation boundary of the node. The node therefore
needs to send the outgoing particles to other nodes and receive the incoming particles
from other nodes. The boundary particle data communications are handled one dimension at a time after another. The idea is illustrated in Figure 2-15 for a simulation with
four nodes in the 2D case. First each node takes care of the particles moving out of the
boundary in the x direction. Then it does the same thing for the y direction (and the z
direction for the 3D case).
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Figure 2-15: Illustration of the boundary communication pattern for 2D domain
decomposition with 4 nodes. The arrows represent the data transfer between nodes.

In our GPU implementation, the particles that are out of node boundary are first to be
recorded or marked in d_Holes, d_pHoles and d_ifHole, and then copied to the
host memory to be sent to other nodes. The d_ifHole array is reset to zero before the
particle boundary update procedure starts. Then, the working flow of the sending particles procedure in a direction consists of the following steps:
1) The particles that are out of node boundary in the direction are identified by examining the d_xCell and d_ifHole array. The reason to check d_ifHole is to
prevent duplicated counting of the particles that moving to nodes in diagonal directions. A temporary array d_l_pHoles, which is a local version of the
d_pHoles array, is allocated and updated with the number of the out-of-

boundary particles for the bins along the node boundary. The size of
d_l_pHoles can be determined by the bin configuration. For example, when

processing the boundary in the x direction, if the entire simulation area contains
m×n bins in a 2D case, only n elements are needed for the d_l_pHoles array
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(See Figure 2-16); and if the entire simulation area contains m×n×k bins in a 3D
case, then the d_l_pHoles array should have n×k elements. For the GPU implementation of this step, the block number of the kernel is equal to the
d_l_pHoles array element number, which is the same as the bin number along

a boundary. Similar to the kernel for particle push and current deposition, the
thread assignment is particle-based, where each particle is examined by one
CUDA thread. All particles in the same boundary bin are processed by one
CUDA block. A pseudo-code for this step is shown in Table 2-3. The atomic operation is used to update the d_l_pHoles array to avoid write conflict when
there are multiple out-of-node-boundary particles in a warp.
2) Each element in the d_l_pHoles array is compared to the number of the unoccupied slots of the corresponding section in the d_Holes array to check if the
d_Holes section has enough space to store the outgoing particle indices. A data

rearrangement is triggered if necessary to avoid data overflow in any section of
the d_Holes array.
3) The slot indices of the out-of-node-boundary particles are then recorded in
d_Holes array (See Figure 2-16) by using atomic operations. After the slot in-

dex of a particle has been successfully added to the d_Holes array, the
corresponding element in the d_ifHole array is set to one to indicate that the
slot is going to be empty after the particle being sent to other node. The thread
configuration for the CUDA kernel of this step is the same as Step 1).
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4) In this step, using the particle indices stored in the d_Holes array and the particle number in the d_l_pHoles array, the data (position, momentum, charge)
of the outgoing particles are copied and packed into the buffers in the host
memory as shown in Figure 2-16. Similar to Step 1) and 2), one CUDA block is
assigned to read the particle indices in one section of the d_Holes array and
copy the data. Since the number of holes that caused by particles moving across
the node boundary in a direction is recorded in the d_l_pHoles array, this
number can be then added to the corresponding element in the d_pHoles array
to update the total hole number for each boundary bin.
5) The buffers with the data of the outgoing particles are sent to the destination
node using MPI communications.
The above steps are repeated for the lower and upper boundary in all directions. For
example, in the 2D case, the above work flow for sending boundary particle is done in
the order of: the lower x node boundary, the upper x node boundary, the lower y node
boundary and the upper y node boundary as shown in Figure 2-17.
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Figure 2-16: Illustration of sending boundary particles in a 2D case. The grids in
the upper graph represent bins in a simulation. The arrows represent that the
particles in the boundary bins (blue) are moving across the node boundary. The
indices of the out-of-node-boundary particles are shown in the brackets.

Table 2-3: The kernel pseudo-code of Step (1) of the sending particle procedure
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/* Each CUDA block updates one element in the d_l_pHoles array.*/
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
……
……
__shared__ uint s_pHole;
if(threadIdx.x==0) s_pHole=0;
__syncthreads();
……
for each particle
{
if ((out of node boundary) && (d_ifHole[pid]==0))
atomicInc(&s_pHole, A_really_large_number);

}
__syncthreads();
if(threadIdx.x==0) d_l_pHoles[blockIdx.x] = s_pHole;

2.4.2 Receiving Particles
The out-of-node-boundary particles are sent to other nodes, and meanwhile the incoming
particles are sent by other neighboring nodes to this node using MPI. These incoming
particles need to be put to the correct locations in the particle data arrays. The working
flow of the receiving particles procedure in a direction consists of the following steps:
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1) The positions of the incoming particles are examined to identify their destination
bins. The particles moving to another node in the diagonal direction are copied to
the correct bin in multiple passes as shown in Figure 2-17. For this step in each
pass, the destination bin of a diagonally moving particle is first assign to the
boundary bin that is nearest to the final destination bin. One CUDA thread is assigned to process each incoming particle. The number of the incoming particles
for each boundary bin is stored in the corresponding element of a temporary array d_pFills whose element number is equal to the boundary bin number.
2) Each element in the d_pFills array is compared to the number of the unoccupied slots of the corresponding section in the particle data array to check whether
there are enough spaces to store the incoming particle data. A data rearrangement
is triggered if necessary to avoid data overflow in any section of the particle data
array.
3) The data of the incoming particles are copied to the empty holes in corresponding
bin sections of the particle data arrays. If the number of empty holes in a bin is
less than the number of the incoming particle of the bin, the remaining particles
will be copied to the beginning of the buffer region in the particle data array. One
CUDA thread is assigned to read and copy the data for one incoming particle to
the particle data array.
4) The d_pHoles and d_bufferIndex arrays are updated to reflect the change of
the hole number and the particle number in the boundary bins. If there are n incoming particles for a bin that originally has m holes, then after the update, the
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hole number recorded in the d_pHoles array should be min(m-n,0) and the
value of the corresponding element in the d_bufferIndex array should be increased by max(n-m,0) .

Figure 2-17: Illustration of the steps for 2D boundary particle update steps for a
particle moving to another node in the diagonal direction. Particle movements are
represented by the arrows with a dot representing the start point of the particle.
The orange arrows represent the particle data transfer. The boundary bins involved in each step are filled with blue color. (a) The x-direction boundary particle
update and (b) the y-direction boundary particle update.

2.5 Particle Sorting
In Sec 2.2 and 2.3, we have mentioned that all particles in the same bin need to be stored
contiguously in the global memory so that the threads in the same CUDA block can
access the data in a coalesced pattern. In order to ensure this requirement, the particles
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need to be sorted based on the indices of their containing bins every time step after
moving to new positions. Since the particles can only move less than a certain distance
in a time step (the Courant condition), most particles stay in the same bin if the bin size
is not too small. The order of the particles within a bin is irrelevant for the particle push
and current deposition scheme. Therefore, performing a full particle sort is unnecessary
and too time-consuming. We have developed a scheme that can efficiently fulfill the
sorting requirement and rearrange the particle data. An important feature of this scheme
is that the particle data undergo minimum reshuffling and the data rearrange time is
greatly reduced compared to a full sort. The time complexity of our sorting scheme is
O(ηN), where N is the total particle number and η is the fraction of the particles crossing
the bin boundaries in each step.
The steps of the particle sort scheme are as follows.
1) After the position of a particle is updated in the current deposition kernel, the
new position of the particle is examined to check whether the particle needs to be
sorted to another bin. Since the particles moving to another node have been taken
care of by the boundary particle update procedure described in Sec 2.4, only the
particles that crossing the bin boundary but not the node boundary need to be
sorted. If a particle moves to another bin but not to another node, a non-zero migration code is written to its corresponding element in the d_ifHole array that is
preset to zero. The migration code represents the direction of the bin that the particle moves to. In the 2D case, since a particle may move to one of the eight
adjacent bins, the migration codes are integers 1-8 to represent the moving direc-
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tions x+, x, y+, y, x+y+, xy, x+y, xy+ respectively. Similarly, the migration
codes for the out-of-bin particles are integers 1-26 for the 26 possible moving directions x+, x, y+, y, z+, z, x+y+, xy, x+y, xy+, x+z+, xz, xz+, x+z, y+z+,
yz, yz+, y+z, x+y+z+, xyz, xyz+, x+y+z, xy+z+, x+yz, x+yz, x-y+z respectively in the 3D case.
2) The number of the outgoing particles to be sorted for each direction of each bin is
counted from each bin section of the d_ifHole array, and then written to the
corresponding element in the d_pList array. The algorithm and implementation strategy of the kernel for the counting of particles is similar to the one used
for the histogram analysis [34] in the CUDA SDK example. One CUDA block is
used to process each bin section of the d_ifHole array. An array with an element number of SORT_DIRECT*BLOCK_HISTOGRAM is allocated in the shared
memory to store the per-thread sub-histogram, where BLOCK_HISTOGRAM is the
thread

number

per

bock

and

SORT_DIRECT=SORT_DIRECT0+

SORT_DIRECT1+SORT_DIRECT2 is the total possible moving directions. The

CUDA threads loop over all particles and update the corresponding elements in
the per-thread sub-histogram array. The per-block sub-histogram array in each
block is then collapsed and merged to a per-block sub-histogram that is used to
update the corresponding section in the d_pList array.
3) Each element in the d_pList array is compared to the number of the unoccupied
slots of the corresponding sub-section in the d_goList array to check whether
there are enough spaces to store the indices of the particles to be sorted. A data
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rearrangement is triggered if necessary to avoid data overflow in any sub-section
of the d_goList array.
4) The indices of the particles to be sorted (whose migration code greater than zero)
in the d_ifHole array are copied to the corresponding sub-section of the
d_goList array.

5) The process of sorting particles into correct bins (Step 6 below) is virtually simulated without the actual movement of particle data to check whether the particle
data arrays and the d_Hole array have enough space to store the incoming particle data and to record holes caused by the outgoing particles.
6) In this step, the particles are sorted in pairs within a bin pair that consists of two
adjacent bins in the sorting direction. In the 2D case, the pairs are sorted in this
order: (x+, x), ( y+, y), (x+y+, xy), (x+y, xy+). In the 3D case, the order is:
(x+, x), ( y+, y), (z+, z), (x+y+, xy), (x+y, xy+), (x+z+, xz), (xz+, x+z), (y+z+,
yz), (yz+, y+z), (x+y+z+, xyz), (xyz+, x+y+z), (xy+z+, x+yz), (x+yz, xy+z). For each sorting direction, two sorting passes are needed. In the first pass,
two adjacent bins in the sorting direction are combined into a bin pair [See Figure 2-18 (a) and (c) for (x+, x) and (x+y, xy+) sorting directions in the 2D case].
This requires that the number of bins in each dimension be even. If the number is
odd, extra empty cells need to be padded to the edge of the original simulation
space to make it even. This padding needs to be done in the data initialization
step for the entire code. A CUDA thread block is assigned to sort the particles in
a bin pair. The particles moving across these two bins are sorted using a swap-
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copy scheme. The detail of this swap-copy scheme will be elaborated at the end
of this step. In the second pass, the location of the bin pair is shifted along the
sorting direction by one bin as shown in Figure 2-18 (b) and (d) for (x+, x) and
(x+y, xy+) sorting directions in the 2D case. The bins along the lower boundary
in the sorting direction are paired with the bins along the upper boundary. The
particles in each bin pair are then again sorted using the swap-copy scheme.
Given that a particle cannot move across more than two bins, all particles in a bin
are guaranteed to be sorted correctly after repeating this two-passes sorting in
every sorting direction, since the particles in the bin have been sorted with all the
adjacent bins after the two-passes sorting.

Figure 2-18: Illustration of bin pairs in the 2D case. A bin pairs consists of two bins
with a double arrow on them. (a) First sorting pass in the (x+, x) direction. (b)
Second sorting pass in the (x+, x) direction. (c) First sorting pass in the (x+y, xy+)
direction. (c) Second sorting pass in the (x+y, xy+) direction.
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The swap-copy sorting scheme:
The swap-copy scheme to sort particles within a bin pair consists of two stages: the
swap stage and the copy stage. The sorting scheme for the horizontal sorting direction
(x+, x) is describe here. The same scheme can be applied to other sorting directions with
minor changes. We denote that the number of the particles moving from the left bin to
the right bin and from the right bin to the left bin as mL and mR respectively. Without loss
of generality, we can assume that mL>mR. In the swap stage [See Figure 2-19(a) (b)],
min(mL, mR) = mR sorting particles in the left cluster exchange their data with the equal
number of sorting particles in the right cluster. A CUDA thread is assigned to exchange
the data of each pair of the sorting particles. After the swap stage, all of the sorting
particles in the right clusters are moved to the left cluster. In the copy stage [See Figure
2-19(b) (c)], the data of the remaining unsorted |mLmR| sorting particles in the left
cluster are copied to the right cluster. A CUDA thread is assigned to copy the data of
each sorting particle. The index of the slot of the sorting particle is added to the hole list
of the left cluster. The hole number (recorded in the d_pHoles array) of the right bin is
checked before the data copy. If the hole number is greater than zero, the thread copies
the data to fill the vacant slots (recorded in the d_Holes array) in the right bin. If there
is no hole in the right bin, the data are copied to the buffer region of the right bin.
7) After sorting the particles in all adjacent bins, the particles data are shifted to
move the holes to the end of the data region (See Figure 2-20). A CUDA thread
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is assigned to each cluster to continually move the data of the last particle in the
data region to fill the hole until there is no empty hole in the bin.

Figure 2-19: Illustration of the swap-copy sorting scheme [(a) the swap stage, (b)
the copy stage and (c) the final state]. The solid circles represent the slots with
particle data. The dashed circles represent vacant slots, i.e. holes. The particles
needed to move to the right bin from the left bin are labeled with the letter “R”.
The particles needed to move to the left bin from the right bin are labeled with the
letter “L”.

Figure 2-20: Illustration of the hole filling step in the particle sorting scheme.
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2.6 Parallelization and the Code Structure
Although GPU’s are suitable for the high arithmetic intensity computation in a PIC code,
a scalable parallel PIC code still needs to communicate the boundary data of field and
particles with other neighboring nodes, using, for example, MPI through CPU. There are
two implementation options for the boundary update procedures: The first one is to
execute the procedures on the GPU, and the CPU is only used to transfer the boundary
data between the GPU and the CPU, and between other neighboring nodes. The second
option is to implement the boundary update procedures on the CPU. Since the size of the
boundary data is small compared to the size of all data used in a simulation and the
computational intensity is low for the boundary update procedures, it will not perform
well if we implement the boundary update procedures on GPU. In addition, the CPU is
mostly idle while computing is performed by the GPU. Therefore, our implementation
strategy is to process the field and particle boundary data on the CPU. This implementation has another major advantage. It allows reuse without major modification of existing
source codes of a production CPU code.
Figure 2-21 shows the procedure flow of our implementation of the entire code including
the parallel structures, which follow the basic structures of our existing OSIRIS CPU
code. The loop begins by updating the EM field boundary. The outgoing boundary data
are copied from the device memory to the host memory, and then processed by the CPU
and transferred to other nodes. Meanwhile, the incoming boundary data from other
nodes are first processed on the CPU and then copied to the device memory. After the
EM field boundaries are updated, the particles are pushed using the updated EM field
value and the currents are deposited onto the grids. The code then updates the boundaries
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for particles and sorts the particles to maintain the locality of the particles data in the
memory. After these steps, the currents field boundaries are updated through communication with neighboring nodes. A smoothing of the deposited currents, specified by the
input file, follows the current boundary update. Finally, the new values of the electromagnetic field are calculated using the smoothed current values.

Figure 2-21: Procedure flow of the entire code.
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2.7 Data Rearrangement
As we seen from the previous sections, for simulations with highly non-uniform particle
distributions, particle data may need to be rearranged to avoid data overflow in some
particle-related procedures. As described in the previous sections, there are four places
where the possibility of data overflow needs to be checked:
1) Pre-sorting d_goList check: After current deposition, the number of particles
to be sorted in each bin is stored in the d_pList array. Before particle sorting
(Sec 2.5), each element in the d_pList array is compared to the number of the
unoccupied slots of the corresponding sub-section in the d_goList array to
check if there are enough spaces to store the index of particles that need to be
sorted.
2) Pre-sending d_Holes check: Before sending particle data to neighboring
nodes using MPI (Sec 2.4.1), the number of particles that needs to be sent is
stored in the d_l_pHoles array. Each element in the d_l_pHoles array is then
compared to the number of the unoccupied slots of the corresponding section in
the d_Holes array to check if the d_Holes section has enough space to store
the outgoing particle indices.
3) Pre-receiving d_pFills check: After receiving particle data from another
node (Sec 2.4.2), the number of the incoming particles for each boundary bin is
stored in the d_pFills array. Each element in d_pFills array is then compared to the number of the unoccupied slots of the corresponding section in the
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particle data array to check if there are enough spaces to store the incoming particle data.
4) Pre-receiving d_Holes check: Before the actual particle sorting (Sec 2.5), the
process of sorting particles into correct bins is virtually simulated without actual
movement of particle data to check if the particle data arrays and d_Holes array have enough space to store the incoming particle data and to holes caused by
the outgoing particles.
Since the data structures of all the particle-related arrays are bin-section based, the above
data overflow checking kernels are executed with one CUDA thread per bin. Two values
are returned by the checking kernel when an upcoming data overflow is detected: the
index of the bin (denoted as the destination bin Bdst) where the data overflow will occur
and the size of the buffer space needed to prevent the data overflow. To minimize the
cost of data rearrangement and avoid repetitive data overflow, the code then search for a
bin (denoted as the source bin Bsrc) whose index is the closest to the destination bin and
also satisfy the following criteria: the source bin will not have data overflow after
removing from it the required buffer spaces for the destination bin.
After the source bin is located, a data rearrangement in the global memory is triggered to
move the buffer space from the source bin to the destination bin. As described in the Sec
2.1.2, to make the addressing of the particle data in each bin easy, the section sizes in all
bin-section based arrays (d_xCell1, d_xPos1, d_xCell2, d_xPos2, d_xCell3,
d_xPos3, d_u1, d_u2, d_u3, d_q, d_goList, d_Holes, d_ifHole) have fixed

ratios between any two arrays, no matter how the particle number in the bin change. For
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example, if a particle data array, such as d_xCell1, has 32Pi elements in a bin section
where Pi is an integer, then the d_goList, d_Holes and d_ifHole arrays should
have (SORT_DIRECT0*SORT_PER_WARP0 + SORT_DIRECT1*SORT_PER_WARP1 +
SORT_DIRECT2*SORT_PER_WARP2)*Pi, SORT_PER_WARP0*Pi and 32Pi elements in

the corresponding bin sections respectively. Therefore, although there may be only one
particle-related array has the data overflow, all bin-section based particle-related arrays
need to be rearranged synchronously to keep the bin size ratio fixed.
For each bin-section based data-related array, the buffer space is transferred toward the
destination bin section by consecutively rearranging the data between the source bin and
the destination bin (See Figure 2-22). The CUDA intrinsic memory copy function
cudaMemcpy needs to be executed |

| times in total. After the data of

particle-related arrays are rearranged, the d_startIndex array is updated to reflect the
shift of memory offset of the bin sections. For the d_slotIndex array, only the
corresponding elements of the source and destination bins need to be updated since the
slot number of other bins are kept the same. The_bufferIndex array does not need to
be changed because the particle number in each bin is not changed.
After the data is rearranged and the destination bin has enough buffer space to avoid
overflow, the data overflow checking kernel is launched again to check if there is
another bin will have data overflow. The above checking – rearrangement procedure is
repeated until the overflow checking kernel cannot find any bin that will have data
overflow.
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Figure 2-22: Illustration of a global data rearrangement involving three bins. The
grey areas represent the data region. The white areas represent the buffer region.
As a result, the buffer of the destination bin is increased by decreasing the buffer of
the source bin. In each step, the data movement is done by using the CUDA function cudaMemcpy.

2.8 Field Solve
In this part, the two time-evolved Maxwell’s equations [the last two equation of Eq. (
1-2 )] are solved [31] to update the electromagnetic fields defined on a staggered grid
(See Figure 2-7 for the 2D case and Figure 2-8 for the 3D case) in the simulation space.
To keep the particle push and field solve time centered, the advancement of the B field is
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split into two steps between which the E field is advanced in one step [19]. The splitting
field advancement can advance both E and B fields to the same time index after field
solve.
The first step in field solve is to advance

by half a time step to

using the

following explicit finite difference equations to solve Faraday’s equation:
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The next step is to advance

by a full time step to

by solving Ampere’s equa-
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The final step, which is similar to the first step, is to advance

by half a time step to
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The CUDA implementation for the field solver is straightforward. The above finite
difference equations can be implemented by simply assigning one CUDA thread to each
grid point (i1, i2, i3). Since the B field on each grid point is used twice when advancing
the E field, the B field can be loaded into the shared memory to avoid one redundant
global memory transfer.

2.9 Field Boundary Update
In a parallel PIC simulation, each node needs to communicate with the neighboring
nodes using MPI to update boundary data of the electric field E, magnetic field B and
current density field J in each time step. Ghost cells are used on the field boundary to
provide field data for the filed solver. The grid quantities are updated by exchanging (E
and B fields) or adding (J field) the ghost cell fields between the neighboring nodes.
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Figure 2-23: Illustration of the field (E or B) boundary update procedure. The grids
represent the grid cells. The bold solid lines represent the real physical boundary of
the decomposed simulation space. The dashed grids represent the ghost cells. The
data (colored area) are copied from the cells inside the real physical boundary to
the ghost cells in the neighboring node. The yellow arrows show that the data for
each ghost cell is copied by a single CUDA thread.

The field boundary update procedure can easily be implemented by assigning one
CUDA thread to copy the grid field data for each ghost grid point (See Figure 2-23).
Since for the field data of each ghost grid point, only one global memory read and write
is needed, the shared memory is not used in the kernel of field boundary update. The
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field boundary update procedure is executed for every dimension until all ghost cells are
updated.

2.10 Current Smoothing
After the current density field boundary is updated, the current density on the spatial grid
can optionally be smoothed by a filter to reduce the numerical noise and self-heating
[35]. For example, an nth-level current smoothing on the x-direction in a 2D case can be
done by replacing the quantity Ji1,i2 with

∑
,

,

∑

( 2-9 )

where Wk is the filter weighting coefficient which specified as a simulation input parameter.
The process of current smoothing is similar to a one-dimensional convolution operation
on the data. Therefore, we use an algorithm similar to the one used in the “separable
convolution” sample [36] from the CUDA SDK code to implement the current smoothing. The basic idea of the approach to implement is to load a block of the current density
field into a shared memory array, do a point-wise multiplication of a filter-size portion of
the block, and then write this sum into the output current density field in the device
memory. Each CUDA thread block processes one block in the current density field. Each
thread generates a single output current density for one grid point. Since smoothing for
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grid points at the edge of the smooth block area will depend on grid points not in the
smoothing block area, an “apron” with a width of the smoothing kernel radius is also
required to be loaded into the shared memory. Thus, each thread block must load into
shared memory the area of the current density field to be smoothed and the apron area
(See Figure 2-24). For smoothing in the x-direction, the width of the CUDA block is
(X_TILE_W + 2*X_RADIUS) and the height is one, where X_TILE_W is the width of

actual smoothing area and X_RADIUS is the radius of the smoothing filter (X_RADIUS =
th

n for n -level smoothing). Therefore, the current density elements are loaded into a 1D

shared memory array by using a memory access stride of 1 to achieve coalesced memory
access. For smoothing in the y- or z-direction, to keep the memory loading from the
global memory to the shared memory coalesced, the width of the CUDA block is set as
Y_TILE_W, which is a multiple of half-warp size 16. The width of the CUDA block for

the y- or z-direction smoothing (Y_TILE_W + 2*Y_RADIUS) can be set to a number
that can maximize the hardware occupancy. After the smoothing block shown in Figure
2-24 is copied to the shared memory, each CUDA thread corresponding to the yellow
smoothing target cell then perform the calculation and summation similar to Eq ( 2-9 )
and write the result back to the global memory.
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Figure 2-24: Illustration of the smoothing blocks (left: an x-direction smooth block,
right: an y-direction smooth block). A smooth block is represented by a yellow
smoothing area with two red aprons. The physical boundaries of the simulation
space are represented by bold solid lines. Normal and guard cells are represented
by solid and dashed grid respectively.

2.11 Multi-GPU Support
It is possible that there are multiple GPU’s on each node in modern GPU-based computing clusters. However, during MPI parallel executions, if no explicit device selection
commands are issued before a GPU kernel execution, the same default GPU device will
be used for all the MPI threads on each node, and the other GPU devices on the node
will be inactive. Therefore, a subroutine for GPU assignment is implemented. The first
step of the GPU assignment is to use MPI_Gather to collect the names of all nodes and
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the number of GPU devices on each node, using the intrinsic MPI and CUDA functions
MPI_Get_Processor_name and cudaGetDeviceCount. The master MPI thread then

processes the collected information, determines a unique GPU device ID for each MPI
thread on each node, and sends the device ID back to every MPI thread using
MPI_Scatter. At the final step of the GPU assignment, each MPI thread will set its

GPU device to the received GPU device ID using the CUDA device management
command cudaSetDevice. A simple example of the above process of two nodes with
three GPUs on each node is illustrated in Figure 2-25.
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Figure 2-25: Illustration of the GPU assignment process. Six MPI threads are
launched on two nodes (g17, g23). Both nodes have three GPU devices. The node
name and device number are sent to master thread for processing. A unique device
ID is then determined and sent back to each MPI thread. The corresponding GPU
device is then set for each MPI thread.
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3. Code Optimization and Performance
3.1 Parameter Optimization
To optimize the code performance, data structure related parameters and CUDA kernel
parameters are carefully selected. Some factors that will affect the performance are: the
hardware occupancy (Sec 1.2.2.1), the memory access pattern (Sec 1.2.2.3) and procedure execution cost. The hardware occupancy depends on both the hardware features
(the shared memory size, the register file size etc.) and the CUDA kernel parameters (the
CUDA block size, the number of registers per thread and shared memory per block).
Therefore, for a simulation with the same plasma parameters, different CUDA block
sizes and different shared memory usages should be chosen for GPU’s with different
compute capabilities to increase the hardware occupancy. Coalesced memory access can
be achieved by making the bin size large enough so that there are at least particles of the
warp size (32) in each bin. The shared memory allocation in each CUDA kernel also
needs to be carefully designed to avoid bank conflict.
The most important parameter to choose for our GPU PIC code is the bin size, which can
significantly affect all the performance factors discussed above. The bin should be large
enough to reduce the cost of particle sorting and data rearrangement. And for the bins
with the same grid cell number, the probability of a particle across the boundary is
minimum for an isotropic particle distribution when the dimension of each side of the
bin is the same and the boundary-to-volume (area) ratio is minumum, which can further
effectively reduce the sorting cost. On the other hand, the bin size cannot be too large to
limit the hardware occupancy. For example, in the particle push kernel (See Sec 2.2), six
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field data arrays with the same element number of (bx+3) (by+3) (bz+3) are allocated in
the shared memory, where bx, by, bz are the dimensions of the bin. Given a device with
Compute Capabilities 1.x and a total shared memory size of 16KB, since each element
of the arrays occupies 4 bytes in the shared memory, bx, by, bz cannot be larger than 5
cells if all dimensions of the bin are equal (bx = by = bz). Furthermore, to avoid the bank
conflict of the shared memory and keep global memory access of the field data in the
particle advance procedure to be coalesced, (bx+3) should be a multiple of half warp size
if possible. Taking all the above consideration into account, the bin dimensions that we
use for 2D simulations are 1313 cells. For the 3D simulations, we choose the bin size
as 1379 cells for the device with Compute Capabilities 2.x, and 555 cells for the
device with Compute Capabilities 1.x. The value of the bin dimensions are defined as
macros in the header file and can be automatically changed at the compile time by
detecting the environment variables of Compute Capability and the simulation dimension.

Table 3-1: Buffer-related parameters in 2D and 3D simulations
buffer-data ratio

SORT_PER_WARP0 SORT_PER_WARP1 SORT_PER_WARP2

2D

0.5

6

2

0

3D

0.3

6

2

1
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The data rearrangement cost can be also greatly reduced if we increase the bin bufferdata ratio rb, SORT_PER_WARP0, SORT_PER_WARP1 and SORT_PER_WARP2 mentioned in Sec 2.1.2. These four constants determine the size of the buffer spaces used to
store the incoming cross-boundary particles related data. The more buffer spaces are
allocated for the particle related arrays, the less likely the global data rearrangement will
be triggered, and also the less data need to be moved in the case that data rearrangement
is triggered. The bin buffer-data ratio rb, SORT_PER_WARP0, SORT_PER_WARP1 and
SORT_PER_WARP2 that we used for the 2D and 3D benchmark simulations are listed in

Table 3-1. Given the bin dimensions chosen above, the possibilities that an electron
crosses the bin boundary in the normal, face diagonal and space diagonal directions can
be roughly estimated by considering a plasma of a Maxwellian distribution with an
isotropic temperature,

,

,

2

exp

. Here pi’s (i=x,

y, z) are the particle momentum components and are related to the particle velocity vi’s
through pi=γmevi with
defined as

2

⁄

1
1

1

. The initial electron temperature can be
. The cross-boundary fractions of electrons

with different temperatures for different bin sizes are listed in Table 3-2 (The estimation
is calculated using Mathmatica programs which are listed in Appendix A). For the 2D
case with

10MeV, the maximum cross-boundary fraction for all of the four normal

directions and all four diagonal directions are 6.639% and 0.089%, respectively, which
means on average about 2.04 and 0.03 electrons will go out of the bin in the normal and
diagonal directions respectively for the 32 electrons in a warp every time step on average. For the 3D case with

10MeV, the maximum cross-boundary fraction for all
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six normal directions, all twelve face diagonal directions and all eight space diagonal
directions are 13.739%, 0.613% and 0.009% respectively, which means about 4.40, 0.20
and 0.003 electrons will cross the bin boundaries in the normal, face diagonal and space
direction directions for 32 electrons. Therefore, the parameters in Table 3-1 should be
adequate to effectively reduce the sorting cost. However, in simulations with high
memory demands, these parameters can be properly decreased to allow a larger plasma
on each node by paying the price of a higher particle sorting cost.
Once the bin size is set, the CUDA block dimensions for each major kernel can be
decided by using the CUDA occupancy calculator [16]. For example, for the 2D particle
push, the bin size of 1313 cells yields that the number of elements of the array in the
shared memory for each EM field component is 1616 = 256, including the 3 guard cells
in each direction. Therefore 256 threads can be used for each CUDA block for the 2D
particle push kernel, which yields a convenient one-to-one thread and EM field data
mapping. Each thread in the 2D particle push kernel on device with compute capability
2.x uses 36 registers, and the whole kernel consumes 6144 byte shared memory. (The
register and shared memory usage can be determined by compiling the kernel code using
the nvcc option –ptxas-option=-v.) The resulting hardware occupancy for the 2D particle
pusher kernel is 50%, which is a satisfying occupancy that normally do not need to be
further improved [15]. For the current deposition kernel on the device with compute
capability of 1.x, since the atomic operation for floating point numbers is not supported
and thread racing technique needs to be used, the number of threads in each CUDA
block has to be limited to 32, which causes relative low hardware occupancy. Based on
the similar idea and being aware of the hardware limit of different devices, we can
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optimize and determine the CUDA block dimensions for other major kernels. Table 3-3
lists the block dimensions and hardware occupancy of all the major kernels that have
relatively high computational intensity.
Table 3-2: Estimated cross-boundary fractions of electrons with different temperatures for different bin sizes.

2D Bin Size: 1313
1keV

10keV

100keV

1MeV

10MeV

Total

0.383%

1.175%

3.148%

5.670%

6.727%

Normal

0.383%

1.173%

3.126%

5.610%

6.639%

Diagonal

0.000%

0.003%

0.021%

0.060%

0.089%

1keV

10keV

100keV

1MeV

10MeV

Total

0.584%

1.777%

4.517%

7.278%

8.069%

Normal

0.583%

1.766%

4.455%

7.131%

7.890%

3D Bin Size: 1379
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Face
0.001%

0.011%

0.061%

0.146%

0.178%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.001%

0.001%

1keV

10keV

100keV

1MeV

10MeV

Total

1.063%

3.203%

8.115%

13.013%

14.361%

Normal

1.060%

3.166%

7.905%

12.513%

13.739%

0.003%

0.037%

0.208%

0.495%

0.613%

0.000%

0.000%

0.002%

0.005%

0.009%

Diagonal
Space
Diagonal

3D Bin Size: 555

Face
Diagonal
Space
Diagonal

Table 3-3: CUDA block dimensions for some major kernels in the code
Code
Type

Particle Push

blockDim

Compute
Capability

x

y

z

Hardware
Occupancy

1.3

256

1

1

50%

2.0

256

1

1

50%

2D
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1.3

256

1

1

25%

2.0

480

1

1

31%

1.3

32

1

1

13%

2.0

256

1

1

33%

1.3

32

1

1

6%

2.0

320

1

1

42%

1.3

32

1

1

17%

2.0

32

1

1

17%

1.3

32

1

1

25%

2.0

32

1

1

17%

1.3

16

16

1

100%

2.0

16

16

1

100%

1.3

8

8

8

100%

2.0

8

8

8

100%

1.3

64

1

1

50%

2.0

64

1

1

33%

1.3

64

1

1

50%

2.0

64

1

1

33%

1.3

16

16

1

50%

2.0

16

16

1

100%

1.3

16

16

1

50%

3D

2D
Current Deposition
3D

2D
Particle Sorting
3D

2D
Field Solve
3D

2D
Current Smoothing
(x direction)
3D

Current Smoothing
(y direction)

2D

3D
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Current Smoothing
(z direction)

2.0

16

16

1

100%

1.3

16

16

1

50%

2.0

16

16

1

100%

3D

3.2 Results and Analysis
We have benchmarked the performance of our GPU PIC code against a well-tested CPU
PIC code OSIRIS [18], with a series of simulations involving plasmas of different
temperatures. The simulations were conducted on the DAWSON 2 cluster which is
housed within the UCLA Institute for Digital Research Engineering data center [37].
DAWSON 2 consists of 96 HP L390 nodes, each with 2 Intel Xeon X5650 (6 cores)
CPUs and 48GB RAM, and 3 NVIDIA M2070 GPUs and 18GB global memory.
OpenMPI 1.4.4 was used as the MPI library. The OSIRIS CPU code was compiled with
Intel FORTRAN Compiler v11.1 and Intel C++ Compiler v11.1. The GPU code was
compiled with nvcc r4.0 in combination with CUDA 4.0.17. Both codes were compiled
with the optimization options –O3 enabled for the corresponding compilers.
In order to check the weak scaling efficiency of our GPU implementation, we fixed the
physical size of the simulation space and particle number per GPU, which is the socalled weak-scaling. For the same total number of GPUs used, we also tested different
GPU numbers on each node to check the bandwidth sharing effect. The node configuration of the simulations can be represented as GX × GY (TG | GPN) for the 2D case and
GX × GY × GZ (TG | GPN) for the 3D case, where TG = GX × GY × GZ is the total
number of GPUs used for the simulation, GX, GY and GZ are the number of GPUs
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mapping to the x, y and z directions of the simulation box, GPN is the number of GPUs
used on each node. For DAWSON 2 cluster, the GPN can be 1, 2 or 3. We used 36
electrons per cell. For the 2D benchmarks, each GPU processed a simulation area with
1040  1040 cells. For the 3D benchmarks, each GPU processed a simulation area with
130  70  72 cells. The 2D benchmarks included 12 different types of node configuration: “1  1 (1 | 1)”, “3  2 (6 | 1)”, “3  2 (6 | 2)”, “3  2 (6 | 3)”, “6  6 (36 | 1)”, “6  6
(36 | 2)”, “6  6 (36 | 3)”, “8  8 (64 | 1)”, “8  8 (64 | 2)”, “12  12 (144 | 2)”, “12  12
(144 | 3)” and “15  15 (225 | 3)”. The 3D benchmarks also used 12 different types of
node configuration: “1  1  1 (1 | 1)”, “3  2  1 (6 | 1)”, “3  2  1 (6 | 2)”, “3  2  1
(6 | 3)”, “4  3  3 (36 | 1)”, “4  3  3 (36 | 2)”, “4  3  3 (36 | 1)”, “4  4  4 (64 | 1)”,
“4  4  4 (64 | 2)”, “6  4  4 (96 | 2)”, “6  4  4 (96 | 3)” and “6  6  6 (216 | 3)”.
Therefore, the largest 2D benchmark case “15  15 (225 | 3)” used a simulation box of
15600 15600 cells with a total number of 8,760,960,000 electrons, and the largest 3D
benchmark case “6  6  6 (216 | 3)” used a simulation box of 780  420  432 cells
with a total number of 5,094,835,200 electrons.
The cell length used in our benchmarks was 0.1 (c/ωp) in each direction. Periodic boundary conditions were used in all simulations. The electrons had an initial semi-relativistic
Maxwellian
,

,

distribution
2

exp

with

an

isotropic

temperature,

. All simulations were run for 1000

time steps with a time step of 0.07ωp-1 for the 2D case and 0.05ωp-1 for the 3D case. A 5level current smoothing is applied to every direction. In the OSIRIS runs on CPU, the
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particles were sorted every 25 time steps, whereas in the GPU runs they were sorted
every time step.
Figure 3-1 shows the energy conservation difference between the OSIRIS CPU code and
our GPU code with an initial electron temperature of 100keV using 66 GPUs for a 2D
case and 433 GPUs for a 3D case. The relative differences
of the total energy between the original OSIRIS CPU code and our GPU implementation
are only 1.3510-7 and 4.4710-6 for the 2D and 3D cases respectively over 1000 time
steps. Therefore, the calculated energy differences between the GPU code and the
double-precision OSIRIS CPU code per time step are 1.3510-10 and 4.4710-9, which
are less than the order of single precision round-off error 5.96 10-8.
The performance results of the simulations with different plasma temperatures using
different numbers of GPUs are shown in Figure 3-2. An intrinsic figure of merit for
computation speed in PIC codes is the average time spent in processing one particle for
one time step, Tps. Our GPU implementation achieves a performance of Tps = 2.2 – 4.5
ns for the 2D case and 4.3 – 15.8 ns per particle per time step for the 3D case. Three
factors that may affect the performance are: the plasma temperature, the total number of
GPUs used and the number of GPUs used on each single node.
As the plasma temperature becomes hotter, more particles go across the bin boundary.
Therefore, the increased particle sorting and current split cost would increase Tps. Higher
level of the particle movement also causes that the MPI threads to take more time in
communicating with each other to update the boundary data. The increase of Tps with the
increase of the total GPU number for boundary update procedures can be seen from the
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change of the blue areas in Figure 3-3. The warp vote function used in the current split
method made that the 0keV plasma temperature case spent more time than the 1-100keV
cases. The simulations of 1keV case achieved the fastest processing speed among all the
temperatures used. The increase of the GPU number obviously did not affect the performance of any kernels that do not involve MPI communications. For the 100keV case in
the 2D simulation, Tps increased from 2.8 ns to 3.7 ns as the number GPU used increased
from 1 to 225. This increase was mainly due to the increase of the total time spent on the
boundary update procedures, which increase from 0.2 ns to 0.8 ns. For the 100keV case
in the 3D simulation, Tps increased from 6.0 ns to 13.7 ns as the number GPU used
increased from 1 to 216 where the boundary update time increase from 1.1 ns to 8.6 ns.
However, the performance difference was not significant for the simulations that use
multiple GPUs: Tps increased from 3.2 ns to 3.7ns as the GPU number increased from 6
to 225 for the 2D simulation, and Tps increased from 9.3 ns to 13.7ns as the GPU number
increased from 6 to 216 for the 3D simulation. This shows that our GPU implementation
is suitable for simulation with large problem sizes.
When multiple GPUs are used on a single node for a simulation, the GPUs on the same
node share the PCIe bus, which decrease the memory bandwidth between the device
memory of each GPU and the host memory. For example, a 7-12% increase of Tps was
observed [See Figure 3-3(a)] as the GPU number on each node increased from 1 to 3 for
the 36 GPU-case in 2D, and the increase of Tps was about 11-19% [See Figure 3-3(b)]
for the 36 GPU case in 3D. Therefore, the performance effect of the bandwidth sharing
is not as significant as the other two factors mentioned above, since the data transfer
between the host and device memory is minimized throughout the code.
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 3-1: The comparison of the total energy conservation by the CPU and GPU
PIC code (a) 2D (b) 3D

(a)

100

(b)
Figure 3-2: Performance of simulations with different plasma temperatures and
different GPU configurations (a) 2D simulations (b) 3D simulations

In Table 3-4 and Table 3-5, the times spent in each process are listed for both GPU and
CPU codes for the 100keV plasma run on a single GPU or CPU. Also listed are the GPU
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speed-up over CPU and the GPU performance measured against the bandwidth limit,
defined as T(BL)/T(GPU). The bandwidth limited time T(BL) is the time necessary to
just move the data needed for each process, without any computation, at the peak
memory bandwidth of 148.4 GB/s. We choose T(BL) as the ultimate performance
benchmark because for PIC codes the performance is limited by bandwidth as well as by
math operation capability.
There are four major computation kernels that do not involve the boundary data update:
advance deposit (particle push + current deposit), particle sorting, field solve, and
current smoothing. In the 2D case, The GPU advance deposit achieved a 23% bandwidth
limit, showing the advantage of the particle data coalescence and the shared memory
usage for storing the bin field data. Notice that the last columns of Table 3-4 and Table
3-5 were calculated against the peak bandwidth limit for data copy within the GPU
memory. The actual bandwidths for read/write and between the memory and shared
memory/register are smaller. It achieved a speed-up of 92.6 over the CPU advance
deposit. The bandwidth limit may increase if the atomics operation to solve the write
conflicts can be improved in future GPU hardware. The GPU particle sorting achieved a
speed-up of 90 over CPU but only a 2.2% of the bandwidth limit due to the noncoalescenced particle data movement. Our sorting scheme was about 14 times faster than
a full sort based on the radix sorting algorithm in the CUDA library. The particle crossing fraction linearly increases with the particle thermal velocity and decreases with the
bin size. For the bin size used here, the crossing fraction η was 3.15% for Te0=100 keV
and would be capped at ~7% for extremely relativistic Te0’s where most particles move
with the speed of light. The particle sorting time increased linearly with η (See Figure
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3-4). In comparison, the subsequent increase of the current deposition time with Te0 was
very weak. For extremely relativistic cases, η can be lowered if a larger bin size, limited
by the shared memory size, can be used. For the 1keV run, the GPU code achieved a Tps
of 2.17 ns, a speed-up of 78 over the CPU code. For the maximum η-case, it achieved a
Tps of 3.31 ns, a speed-up of 62 over the CPU code. The field solve of our GPU implementation achieved a high 38% bandwidth limit because of the coalesced field data
access. However, the computation intensity of field solve is low, which led to a moderate
speedup of 32.4. The computation intensity of current smoothing is relatively high for
high smooth levels, which makes this part of the code very suitable for GPU computation. Therefore, this part of the code achieves a high speed up of 60.8 compared to the
CPU code. However, the data access for current smoothing in the y and z direction was
not fully coalesced. Given the CUDA block dimension in the x direction is 16 for the
current smoothing in the y- and z-directions, only the data access of half-warp of threads
is coalesced, which makes the bandwidth limit of this part of the code to be only 15%.
The algorithm used for each part of the 3D PIC code is always more complicated than
the one used for the 2D case, which also makes the 3D runs slower than the 2D runs.
The Tps of the 3D run, varying from 4.30 to 7.38 ns, roughly doubled compared to the
Tps (varying from 2.17 to 3.31 ns) of the corresponding 2D run with the same temperature. Furthermore, in the 3D case, each thread require more register and shared memory
usage than in 2D, which lowers the device occupancy and results in more performance
degradation than the 3D CPU runs. For the 1keV case, the 3D GPU code achieved the
largest speed-up of 56.7 compared to the 3D CPU code, which is smaller than the speedup of 78.5 of the corresponding 2D 1 keV case. The time consuming warp vote function
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made the speed-up of the 0 keV case the smallest compared to all the other temperature
runs. The speed-up of the 0 keV case was 53.1 for the 2D case and 30.9 for the 3D case.
Because of the increase of the complexity of the current deposit scheme for the 3D case
comparing to the 2D case, the time spent for the advance deposit part was also roughly
doubled for the 3D case comparing to the 2D case, which was about 3-4 ns for runs with
temperature of 1keV-10MeV. For the 3D runs, the particle crossing fraction η was
capped at ~8% for extremely relativistic Te0’s, which only increased about ~1% comparing to the 2D case. However, the particles needed to be sorted in 13 sorting directions
(See Sec 2.5) in the 3D case comparing to 3 possible sorting directions in the 2D case.
Therefore, the 3D particle sorting time increased about 50% - 72% comparing to the 2D
case. The largest particle sorting time in our single GPU benchmarks was for the
10MeV case, which is 1.18ns. We notice that comparing this to OSIRIS on a single CPU
is complicated as there are different versions of OSIRIS. OSIRIS using the SSE vector
units has achieved timings of 44 ns and 73 ns per particle push in 2D and 3D on a single
Intel i7 processor [38]. The speedup in Figure 3-4 were calculated based on the non-SSE
version of OSIRIS.
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Table 3-4: Performance results of a 2D simulation on a single GPU or CPU with Te0
= 100 keV
Tps (ns)

Percentage

Procedure

of

Speed up
bandwidth limit

GPU

CPU

Advance Deposit

1.808

167.375

92.6

23%

Particle Sorting

0.651

―

―

2.2%

Field Solver

0.053

1.704

32.4

38%

Current Smoothing

0.061

3.730

60.8

15%

Total

2.825

235.04

67.8

16%

Table 3-5: Performance results of a 3D simulation on a single GPU or CPU with Te0
= 100 keV
Tps (ns)

Percentage

Procedure

Speed up
bandwidth limit

GPU

CPU

Advance Deposit

3.574

241.490

67.575

Particle Sorting

1.108

0.000

0.000

Field Solver

0.092

1.850

20.092

Current Smoothing

0.141

8.374

59.562

Total

6.050

280.227

46.318

14%
2.3%
17%
9.6%
9.5%

of
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(a)

106

(b)
Figure 3-3: Performance of major procedures in the GPU implementation for
simulations using different GPU numbers with 100keV plasma temperature. (a) 2D
(b) 3D
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3-4: Performance of simulations with different plasma temperatures using a
single GPU (a) the 2D simulations (b) the 3D simulations.
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4. Evolution of a Relativistic Electron Beam–Plasma
Return Current System
4.1 Introduction
The transport of an electron beam in a plasma is a fundamental problem in plasma
physics. Recent interest in this problem is spurred by a new inertial confinement fusion
scheme: fast ignition [39]. Fast ignition requires the transport of an intense relativistic
electron beam in a plasma with density np rising from ~1 to ~103 times of the beam
density nb over a distance of a few hundreds μm. For np<100nb, which is the bulk of the
distance, the beam-plasma interactions are largely collisionless [35]. It is well known
that the system of the beam plus the plasma return current it induces is unstable to
Weibel/filament (WF) instabilities [40]. Linear theories including relativistic effects [41]
and space-charge effects due to the temperature disparity between the beam and the
plasma [42] were developed. Long-term evolution for the WF instabilities was first
studied using Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulations in Ref. [43], which showed that current
filaments from the instabilities eventually merge into a single filament with a cross
section much smaller than that of the initial beam. The filament merging was cited as an
explanation of the single current filament observed in PIC simulations with laser-driven
electrons [44]. However, the laser-driven electrons are often produced in narrow density
channels created by the laser [45] and other PIC simulations with laser-driven electrons
did not observe the formation of a single current filament [46]. More importantly, the
simulations in [43] used the out-of-plane configuration where the beam and the return
current flow out of the two-dimensional (2D) simulation plane and the two-stream (TS)
type of instabilities was excluded. Previous PIC simulations on counter-streaming
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electron-positron clouds demonstrated the importance of the longitudinal TS-type of
instabilities and of using the in-plane configuration in 2D where the currents flow in the
simulation plane [47, 48].
Recently it was pointed out that the fastest-growing mode for the system is in general
oblique [49]. The linear growth rate was verified and the nonlinear evolution of the
instabilities was studied with PIC simulations using the in-plane configuration and with
fixed ions [50]. In this chapter, we also investigate the linear and nonlinear evolution of
the beam-plasma system using 2D PIC simulations [51]. Effects of different beam
temperatures and ion motion are studied. The evolution is generally dominated by the TS
instability early on and WF instability later on. Space charges from the beam-plasma
temperature disparity play an important role during the evolution [42]. We find that the
system would not evolve to a single filament with a cross section smaller than that of the
initial beam. These results are also relevant to astrophysical systems where the beam
energy is dominated by the ions [52, 53]. Parts of the following content was published in
Ref [51].
In the rest of the chapter, Sec 4.2 presents the setup and parameters of the PIC simulations. In Sec 4.3 and 4.4, the linear and nonlinear stages of the system evolution are
described respectively. Sec 4.5 discusses the implications for fast ignition.

4.2 Simulation Setup
We have performed 2D PIC simulations with the code OSIRIS [18]. The beam and the
plasma electrons are represented by two counter-propagating, initially uniform electron
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species in our simulations. The initial distribution functions for both beam (labeled b)
and plasma electrons (labeled p) are a drifting Maxwellian with an isotropic temperature:

⁄

2

exp

2
( 4-1 )

,

We restrict ourselves to a fixed beam-to plasma density ratio nb /np=0.1 (ne=np+nb is the
total electron density). The initial beam drift momentum is set to Pdb0=5.807mec corresponding to a beam electron drift energy

1

2.5MeV. The plasma electron

drift momentum is set to Pdp0 = -0.990mec to provide a return current ensuring complete
current neutralization. The initial plasma momentum spread is set to Ptp0 = 0.044mec. If
we define the temperature of the particle species as

2

1

1

,

then the initial plasma temperature is Tp0=1 keV. To find beam temperature effects, three
different initial beam temperatures are used: Tb0=0eV, 100keV, and 1MeV, corresponding to three initial beam momentum spread of Ptb0=0mec, 0.453mec, 1.707mec,
respectively. Simulations with ions as a fixed background and as a mobile species (with
an electron to ion mass ratio of 1/1836) are both performed to infer the effects of ion
motion. The simulations mainly adopt the in-plane configuration, where the simulation
plane is the xy-plane and the beam propagates in the x-direction (from left to right), to
allow the study of the oblique modes. The size of the simulation box is 64.0×64.0 (c/ωp)2
with 512×512 cells for the in-plane configuration. For comparison, simulations with the
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out-of-plane configuration are also performed with the same box size and grid resolution. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in both directions. For each species, 25
particles per cell are used. We have also done simulations with a water-bag distribution
with the same first and second moments of the momentum as the Maxwellian distribution [Eq. ( 4-1 )] and the results are essentially the same. Parameter settings are relevant
to the FI scheme. All quantities in the simulations are normalized to the plasma frequen4

cy

⁄

⁄

, and the collisionless skin depth c/ωp.

4.3 The Linear Stage
We now describe the evolution of the beam-plasma system in the in-plane simulations.
To determine the dominant unstable modes of the system in the linear stage we have
measured exponential growth rates for different modes by Fourier-analyzing electric
field components at several different times in the early stage. The wave vector kresolved growth rates from Ey in Figure 4-1 (a, c, e) show that the fastest-growing modes
are in general oblique. As the initial beam temperature Tb0 increases, the angle between
k

and

the

arctan

beam
⁄

propagation

direction

for

the

most

unstable

mode

decreases and the range of the unstable ky also decreases. The

unstable modes become more longitudinal, i.e., |ky/kx| become smaller. In addition, the
growth rate for the most unstable mode also decreases as Tb0 increases. In all three cases,
the most unstable modes have non-zero longitudinal component kx and will not show up
in the out-of-plane simulations.
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Figure 4-1: k-resolved growth rates /ωp of Ey from PIC simulations (left column)
and linear theory [49] (right column). (a) and (b) Tb0 = 0 eV, over 8 ≤ ωpt ≤31. (c)
and (d) Tb0 = 100keV, over 10 ≤ ωpt ≤ 33. (e) and (f) Tb0 = 1MeV, over 27 ≤ ωpt ≤ 128.
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The unstable modes are in general a mixture of electromagnetic and electrostatic modes
and have electric field components both perpendicular and parallel to k. To see their
relative importance, we list the ratio of the energy of the two electric field components,
|E|2/|E|||2, for the most unstable mode together with its k in Table 4-1. For Tb0 = 0eV, the
dominant mode is quasi-electrostatic (|E|2/|E|||2<1) and nearly transverse (ky>>kx). For
Tb0=100keV, the dominant mode is a mixture of electrostatic and electromagnetic
components (|E|2/|E|||2~1) and oblique. For Tb0 = 1MeV, the dominant mode is quasielectrostatic and nearly longitudinal, close to the TS mode.

Table 4-1: The most unstable mode of the PIC simulation and linear theory
PIC Simulations

Linear Theory

Tb
(kmx, kmy)

E|2/|E|||2

(kmx, kmy)

E|2/|E|||2

0eV

(0.79, 5.60)

0.21

(0.93, 5.38)

0.122

100keV

(0.98, 1.77)

1.08

(1.00, 1.52)

3.90

1MeV

(0.98, 0.20)

0.24

(0.98, 0.00)

0.00

For comparison, we have also calculated the corresponding information in Figure 4-1
and Table 4-1 using the linear theory of Ref. [49]. Our main purpose here is to see
qualitative trend of the beam temperature effects rather than a quantitative comparison
with the linear theory [50]. Therefore, we choose the following water-bag distribution
for the ease of numerical computation (Θ is the Heaviside step function):
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,

Θ

2

( 4-2 )
Θ

δ

Θ

Θ

To match the first and second moments of the distribution in Eq. ( 4-1 ), we choose
P=Pd0 and Pth = 3⁄2 Pt0. The numerically obtained k-resolved growth rates from
the linear theory (See Appendix B for the calculation of dielectric tensor elements used
to solve the dispersion relation) are plotted in Figure 4-1 (b, d, f) and the values of k for
the fastest-growing modes are listed in Table 4-1, which agree reasonably well with the
PIC simulations and also confirm the trend that the dominant modes become more
longitudinal as Tb0 increases. (Our numerical method takes the approximation of
Pthb/Pdb0<<1, which may have a larger error in the Tb0=1 MeV case.) The values of
|E|2/|E|||2 for the most unstable modes from the linear theory are also listed in Table 1.
As in the simulations, they show the same trend of transition from quasi-electrostatic to
mixed polarization to quasi-electrostatic again as Tb0 increases.
The dependence of k and |E|2/|E|||2 of the dominant modes on Tb0 in Table 1 can be
understood through the competition between the WF instabilities and the TS instabilities.
For cold beams, the WF instabilities dominate over the TS instabilities, leading to the
almost transverse modes in the Tb0=0 case. Because of the temperature disparity between
the beam and the plasma, significant space charges develop along k [42] to make the
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modes quasi-electrostatic. As Tb0 increases to 100 keV, the WF instabilities are reduced
[41] and the dominant modes are a mixture of the WF instabilities and the TS instabilities. As Tb0 increases further to 1 MeV, the WF instabilities are almost completely
suppressed and the dominant modes are the TS instabilities. We notice that a recent
theory using the fully-relativistic Maxwell-Jüttner distribution predicts that the dominant
mode is still oblique at Tb0=1 MeV [54], which shows the limitation of using the waterbag distribution to analyze the instabilities at relativistic temperatures.
The effects of the plasma temperature can be inferred from the cold beam case, which
can be analytically solved using the water-bag distribution [49]. The most unstable mode
of the system is in general oblique:

,

,

( 4-3 )

where ub is the beam propagation velocity and vtp is the transverse thermal velocity of the
plasma. Eq. ( 4-3) shows that as the plasma temperature increases the most unstable
modes are increasingly longitudinal. This fact is useful in understanding the nonlinear
evolution of the system as the beam slows down and the plasma is heated.
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4.4 The Nonlinear Stage

Figure 4-2: (a) Average beam drift momentum evolution for Tb0 = 100 keV (b)
Temperature evolution for Tb0 = 100 keV (c) Temperature evolution for Tb0 = 0eV,
the inset plot zooms in on 30<ωp0t<120 (d) Fourier spectrum of Ey at ωp0t = 194 for
Tb0 = 100 keV.

As the instabilities develop, the beam slows down [See Figure 4-2 (a)]. In the case of
Tb0=100 keV the beam has lost 1.06 MeV in its drift energy at ωpt = 500. Part of this
energy goes into heating the beam and the plasma. The heating is not isotropic: the TS
mode increases the longitudinal temperature Tx and the WF mode mainly increases the
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transverse temperature Ty. In all the cases, the final increase of Tx is larger than that of Ty
for both species [See Figure 4-2 (b)]. We conclude that the instabilities are more TS-like
overall. However, in the cold beam case, initially the WF mode dominates, leading to
Ty>Tx [See Figure 4-2 (c) inset]. Subsequently the large Ty suppresses the WF mode and
the TS mode become dominant, leading to a final state of Tx>Ty [See Figure 4-2 (c)]. The
Fourier spectrum of Ey at ωpt = 194 in Figure 4-2 (d) shows the suppression of the WF
mode in a much reduced ky range compared to Figure 4-1(c). The Ey spectrum in the
nonlinear stage for the 0eV and 1 MeV cases are similar to Figure 4-2 (d).
The slow-down of the beam combined with the increase of Tx of both species lead to
significant changes of the electron distribution regarding its stability to the TS modes.
Figure 4-3 (a) plots the reduced total electron distribution, f(px) = fp(px)+ fb(px), at 4
different times for the Tb0 = 100 keV simulation. The initial distribution has a distinct
‘bump-on-tail’ shape and is TS unstable. The bump disappears at ωpt = 199 and the
system is TS stable. However, interestingly, for this particular case the ‘bump-on-tail’ in
the distribution recurs at ωpt = 497. The bump recurs because the plasma is accelerated
in the beam direction when the beam slows down, due to conservation of momentum.
The recurrence of the bump causes the TS instability to recur. Eventually, the distribution becomes single-hump again and the TS instability is finally stopped. The recurrence
of TS in the Tb0 = 100 keV also shows as a second peak in the Ex-field energy vs. time
plot [see Figure 4-3 (b)]. No such a second peak is observed in the Tb0 = 0 eV and 1MeV
cases. That Ex dominates Ey and Bz early on manifests the domination of TS over WF.
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Figure 4-3: Total distribution function of the system and field evolution of the case
Tb0 = 100 keV with immobile ions (a and b) and with mobile ions (c and d).

However, after the TS mode finally saturates the system is still WF-unstable and Ey and
Bz eventually grow to a higher energy level than Ex in the quasi-steady end state [See
Figure 4-3 (b)]. In all our simulations with fixed ions there is more energy in Ey than in
Bz. This is different from what was reported in [50] and reflects that the beam has a
higher Ty than the plasma in the end state [See Figure 4-2(b)]. The transverse temperature difference causes the beam and plasma to filament to a different degree, which
produces space charges in the current filaments and significant Ey.[35, 42].
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We have also repeated the fixed ion simulations with mobile ions. The ion/electron mass
ratio is 1836. There is no recurrence of TS in the Tb0 = 100 keV, mobile-ion case (See
Figure 4-3 (c) and (d)). This is because part of the lost beam momentum now transfers to
the ions instead of the electrons. That prevents the recurrence of the bump in the electron
distribution and the TS mode. The ions also neutralize the space charges in the WF
modes of different Ty [35, 42]and there is more energy in Bz than in Ey in the end state
[See Figure 4-3 (d)].
In the quasi-steady end state the anisotropy of the system is slowly reduced. This leads
to a gradual decrease of the unstable ky-range of the WF modes. Eventually, the current
filament structure evolves to the lowest ky allowed by the simulation box [See Figure 4-4
(a)]. We emphasize that the apparent reduction of the number of the filaments during the
quasi-steady end state is due to the gradual decrease of ky, not due to the merging of the
filaments. This is different from the out-of-plane simulations and theory, where the TS
modes are excluded [43, 55, 56]. Without the TS modes, the beam loses less drift energy
than in the in-plane configuration [See Figure 4-4 (c)] and the beam heating is mainly in
the transverse directions [See Figure 4-4 (d)]. The plasma heating is much less [See
Figure 4-4 (d)]. Without the interference of the TS modes, the current filaments start
with a very large ky and grow to a highly nonlinear level where all plasma electrons are
expelled. Only then the growth stops [See Figure 4-4 (b)]. The total distribution function
is TS unstable throughout. The resultant beam filaments are shielded by the plasma
electrons and there is virtually no interaction among the filaments. The total transverse
momentum of all electrons in one filament is not exactly zero and the filaments move
with random velocity in the simulation plane. When two filaments collide with each
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other they merge into one filament [43, 55, 56]. The reduction of the number of the
filaments here is due to the merge, not through the decrease of ky. The merge process is
stochastic and it is conceivable that after some time all filaments can merge into a single
filament. The difference between Figure 4-4 (a) and (b) shows the importance of including the TS mode in determining the end state of the relativistic beam-return current
system.

Figure 4-4: Beam density at ωpt = 4967 for Tb0 = 100 keV: (a) in-plane and (b) outof-plane; (c) Beam momentum evolution and (d) temperature evolution for the Tb0
= 100 keV out-of-plane simulation.
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4.5 Implication to Fast Ignition
The periodic boundary conditions adopted in these in-plain simulations make the beam
reenter the left boundary when it exits the right boundary. This means that the beam
interacts with a plasma that has already been perturbed by itself previously. Therefore
these simulations model the transport of the bulk and the tail, rather than the head, of the
electron beam in fast ignition. For the fixed nb /np=0.1 used here, the plasma density is
np=1023 cm-3 if nb=1022 cm-3, corresponding to a beam (drift) energy density of 1.2 J/psm2. The collisional energy loss rate for the beam is 1.09×10-6ωp [57], which is much
smaller than the growth rates of the beam-plasma instabilities for the 100 keV in Figure
4-1 (c). The corresponding time unit is 1/ωp=0.056fs and the length unit c/ωp=0.017μm.
The transverse box size of 1.1 μm in Figure 4-3 (a) represents a small fraction of the
beam, which is consistent with the initial uniform beam profile used. With these limitations in mind, we now discuss the implications of these simulations to fast ignition.
In higher-density core plasmas, collisions become more important in transferring energy
between beam and plasma. The energy transfer collision rates for a hot relativistic
electron beam passing through a plasma is [57, 58]:
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As a comparison, the well-known growth rate of the TS instability is [59]:
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Based on the relative magnitude of
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( 4-5 )

, Figure 4-5 gives an overview of the

relative importance of the collisional and collisionless energy transfer between electron
beam and the background plasma. The beam has a constant density nb=4×1022cm-3 and a
kinetic energy of 2.5MeV. Figure 4-5 shows that when the beam is passing through the
plasma, the dominant energy transfer mechanism is collisionless as long as the plasma
density is under ~1024cm-3.
The total system distribution function evolution in Figure 4-3 (a) shows that even if the
beam started out as a ‘bump-on-tail’ the distribution function it would quickly become
monotonically decreasing in energy (or single-hump in parallel momentum) and TS
stable. In fact, the distribution functions observed in previous PIC simulations with
laser-driven electrons were all monotonously decreasing [35, 44, 60, 61]. Recently, the
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transport of the beam in the high density core region, where collisions are important, was
modeled with hybrid codes that treat the beam as particles and the background plasma as
fluids [57, 62]. Adequate choice of the beam and plasma parameters is important to
accurately model the collisional transport. The results here put a clear constraint on the
total distribution, namely it must be TS-stable, to be used in the hybrid simulations.

Figure 4-5: Regimes of energy transfer between electron beam and background
plasma Red area: two-stream dominant; blue area: collision dominant

Some previous PIC simulations on fast ignition with laser-driven electrons showed
creation of a single current filament in the laser-generated plasma channel [44, 45]. The
simulations in this chapter indicates that the electron beam, once detached from the laser
and out of the channel, is likely to go through the evolution process described in Sec 4.3
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and 4.4. The end state is not likely to be a single filament much narrower than the
original beam, as indicated by the in-plane simulations. It is likely to be a beam wider
than the original one due to increased electron angular spread from the instabilities.
Figure 4-6 shows the time evolution of the measured beam half angle θb, which is
defined as half of the beam electrons has a spread angle θ less than θb, i.e.,
 arctan

⁄

. It shows most of the scattering occurs during the linear stage.

Figure 4-6: Evolution of the beam half angle
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5. Comparisons of CPU and GPU code for Simulations
of the Beam-Plasma Instabilities
To benchmark the GPU PIC code for an actual physics problem, we have repeated the
simulations of the beam-plasma instabilities with fixed ion background (see Chapter 4)
using the GPU PIC code. As before, three different initial beam temperatures are used in
the GPU simulations: Tb0 = 0 eV, 100 keV and 1 MeV. All the simulation parameters
used are the same as those described in Sec 4.2. The simulations are also conducted on
the DAWSON 2 cluster (See Sec 3.2) using 4 GPUs on 4 nodes.
Figure 5-1 shows the difference in energy conservation between the OSIRIS CPU code
and the GPU PIC code. The total energy includes both particle energy and field energy.
The CPU code uses double precision variables while the GPU code uses single precision
variables. Both codes use the linear current deposition. The maximum relative differences of the total energy

is 4.310-4, 2.010-4 and 3.510-4 for

the 0 keV, 100 keV and 1 MeV case respectively, which these maximum differences are
reached after 28260, 16920 and 27625 time steps respectively. Therefore, the energy
differences between the GPU code and the double-precision OSIRIS CPU code per time
step are 1.5210-8, 1.1810-8 and 1.2710-8, all of which are less than the order of single
precision round-off error 5.96 10-8.
Figure 5-2 shows energy evolutions and the relative differences of the three dominant
field components Bz, Ex, Ey, and the beam electrons for the Tb0 = 0 eV case. The comparisons for the Tb0 = 100 keV and Tb0 = 1 MeV cases are plotted in Figure 5-3 and Figure
5-4 respectively. All the characteristic events, such as the growth of the beam-plasma
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instability and the energy transfer between beam and plasma electrons, are faithfully
reproduced by the GPU code. This includes the recurrence of the two-stream instability
in the Tb0 = 100 keV and 1 MeV cases [Figure 5-3(b) and Figure 5-4(b)]. The maximum
relative differences of the beam energy are under 0.09% for all the benchmarks over a
total of 28305 time steps, which yields an average relative per-step difference of
3.1810-8, smaller than the single precision round-off error. The only significant relative
errors are in Bz in the nonlinear stage for the Tb0 = 100 keV and 1 MeV cases [Figure
5-3(d) and Figure 5-4(d)]. However, the absolute magnitude of the energy in the Bz field
is much less the other field components and the beam energy. One possible source of
this difference may be the error introduced in the calculation of yA and yB in the current
spilt scheme used in our GPU code (See Sec 2.3.1).
In conclusion, although differences can be observed between the GPU and CPU code
during some stages, the GPU code can give very satisfactory results for the problems of
interest. This validates the algorithm and coding of the GPU code to a high degree.
Considering the great speed-up one can get, the GPU PIC code is an efficient tool for
plasmas simulations.
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Figure 5-1: The total energy (i) calculated by the CPU and GPU PIC code and the
relative difference (ii) between the CPU and GPU results (a) Tb0=0keV, (b)
Tb0=100keV, (c) Tb0=1MeV
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Figure 5-2: The energy of Bz (a), Ex (b), Ey (c), and beam (e), calculated by the CPU
and GPU PIC code and the relative difference between the CPU and GPU results
for the Bz, Ex, Ey field energy(d) and beam energy (f) for Tb0 = 0 eV.
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Figure 5-3: The energy of Bz (a), Ex (b), Ey (c), and beam (e), calculated by the CPU
and GPU PIC code and the relative difference between the CPU and GPU results
for the Bz, Ex, Ey field energy(d) and beam energy (f) for Tb0 = 100 keV.
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Figure 5-4: The energy of Bz (a), Ex (b), Ey (c), and beam (e), calculated by the CPU
and GPU PIC code and the relative difference between the CPU and GPU results
for the Bz, Ex, Ey field energy(d) and beam energy (f) for Tb0 = 1 MeV.
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6. Discussions and Future Directions
There are techniques to resolve write conflicts without using thread racing in current
deposition, such as the cell-based charge deposition method used in Ref. [63]. Our
present implementation was motivated by using the fast shared memory and maintaining
a large enough number of threads. This is especially important in 3D and high-order
current deposition schemes where the shared memory size limits the number of cells in a
block to only a few or even one. Also, the algorithm here may gain further speed-up
through accelerated native floating-point number atomic operations supported for the
future device with higher compute capability.
As future work we plan to implement more flexible boundary conditions. For the current
code, the GPU kernels for boundary update are only used to identify the outgoing
boundary data or place the incoming boundary data to the appropriate memory locations.
The actual computations for boundary data update, such as particle momentum and
position update, are still handled by CPU code. Although the computation intensity for
the boundary update is relatively low, performance may still be improved for simulations
with large particle number.
Another possible feature that may be implemented in the future is real-time visualization
of diagnostics. Most of the CUDA-enable devices are graphic processors, the simulation
data are already stored in video memory and can readily be displayed, avoiding the time
consuming data transfer from the host memory to the video memory. CUDA can be
easily interoperated with graphic API such as OpenGL by sharing data through common
memory in the frame buffer, that is, the CUDA global memory can be used as an
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OpenGL texture to be rendered and displayed. The OpenGL buffer can be mapped to the
CUDA memory space that stores the particle and field data with a call to cudaGLMapBufferObject(). Therefore, the calculation results can be regularly, even in each time

step if necessary, visualized in runtime for diagnostic purpose by using regular OpenGL
rendering.
Due to floating point non-associativity, the thread racing technique used in the code for
devices with compute capability 1.x is in principle non-deterministic in the CUDA
programming model. The associated randomness, due to round-off errors when particles
are processed in a different order, is no different from the randomness introduced when
varying the number of processors on a distributed memory machine. In practice, we
found that our code is deterministic and reproducible on the hardware described here. In
all benchmark runs shown here, the difference between the results from this code and the
double-precision OSIRIS results was on the order of single precision round-off error. In
addition, the plasma physics that PIC codes are used to study is concerned mainly with
the statistical macroscopic properties of a system, not its underlying microscopic states.
Therefore, the theoretical additional randomness due to thread racing should be of little
concern in practice.
In summary, we have presented an implementation of an electromagnetic PIC code, with
charge-conserving current deposition, on a GPU cluster with CUDA. Depending on the
plasma temperature, the GPU implementation was found to run 62- 78 times faster than
a single-threaded state-of-the-art CPU code in the 2D case, and 31- 57 times faster in the
3D case. It achieved a processing speed of 2.2 ns per particle for 1 keV plasma runs and
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4.5 ns per particle for extremely relativistic plasma runs in 2D, and 4.3 ns per particle for
1 keV plasma runs and 15.8 ns per particle for extremely relativistic plasma runs in 3D.
The code has good scalability where the latency of MPI communication between nodes
is the main reason for the performance degradation in the weak scaling. It is worthwhile
to point out that the same latency exists in CPU code also but are not important compared to the computation time. Only when the computation time is much reduced by
GPU’s does this latency become significant. The implementation took advantage of the
fast on-chip shared memory and coalesced data access. The thread racing technique used
also provides a general method of resolving write conflict among computation threads
on GPU. Particle sorting and boundary update methods are carefully designed to minimize the data movement.
We have also studied the evolution of the relativistic electron beam-plasma return
current system. The k-resolved linear growth rates of the oblique instability that the
system generally suffers agree with the theory [49]. As the beam temperature increases,
the dominant mode changes from the Weibel/filament type to the two-stream type. The
nonlinear evolution can be understood as competition between the Weibel/filament
instability and the two-stream instability as the beam energy is converted to the beam
and plasma thermal energy. The comparison of the in- and out-of-plane simulations
shows the importance of the two-stream instability, which dominates the energy transfer
early on and is stabilized before the Weibel/filament instability. For the Tb0=100keV
case with immobile ions, we have also observed the recurrence of the two-stream mode,
which is due to the beam drag of the plasma. The end state of the system is a beam with
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a moderately increased angular spread, reduced drift energy and no reduction of the
initial cross section.
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Appendix A: Mathematica Code for Crossing Fraction
Estimation
Te=10^7; (* Electron temperature (eV) *)
Mec2=0.511*10^6;
pth=Sqrt[(Te/Mec2/2+1)^2-1];
dx=0.1;

(* Cell length in x direction *)

dy=0.1;
Bx=13;

(* Cell length in y direction *)
(* Cell number of a bin in x direction *)

By=13; (* Cell number of a bin in y direction *)
dt=0.07; (* Time interval *)
Lx=Bx*dx;

(* Bin length in x direction *)

Ly=By*dy; (* Bin length in y direction *)
OutNum=0;

(* Number of particles that go across the bin bounda-

ries *)
NormalNum=0;

(*Number of cross-bin-boudary particles in normal

direction*)
DiagNum=0; (*Number of cross-bin-boudary particles in diagonal
direction*)
TotalNum=1000000; (* Total number of test particles*)

For[i=0,i<TotalNum,i++,
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(* Randomly put particle inside the bin *)
x0=RandomReal[Lx];
y0=RandomReal[Ly];
(*Maxwellian distribution with an isotropic temperature *)
px0=pth*RandomReal[NormalDistribution[0,1]];
py0=pth*RandomReal[NormalDistribution[0,1]];
rgamma=dt*1.0/Sqrt[1.0+px0^2+py0^2];
(* Calculate the new position of the particle *)
x1=x0+rgamma*px0;
y1=y0+rgamma*py0;
OutNum=If[(x1<0||x1>Lx||y1<0||y1>Ly),OutNum+1,OutNum];
NormalNum=If[((x1<0)&&(y10)&&(y1Ly)
((x1>Lx)&&(y10)&&(y1Ly)

)

) ||((y1<0)&&(x10)&&(x1Lx)) ||

((y1>Ly)&&(x10)&&(x1Lx))
DiagNum=If[((x1<0)&&(y1<0)

,NormalNum+1,NormalNum];
)

||

((x1<0)&&(y1>Ly)

||((x1>Lx)&&(y1<0)) ||
((x1>Lx)&&(y1Ly))

,DiagNum+1,DiagNum];

];
OutProb=OutNum/TotalNum;
NormalProb=NormalNum/TotalNum;
DiagProb=DiagNum/TotalNum;
Print[N[OutProb]];

||

)
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Print[N[NormalProb]];
Print[N[DiagProb]];
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Appendix B: Calculation of Dielectric Tensor Elements
for Water-Bag Distribution
We consider a homogeneous, spatially infinite, collisionless, and unmagnetized plasma.
The dynamics of the plasma is ruled by the relativistic Vlasov-Maxwell equations for the
distribution function f(p,r, t) and the electromagnetic field.
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charge and me is its mass. Ions are assumed to form a fixed neutralizing background.
Within the linear approximation, the dielectric tensor elements are [49]:
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is the plasma frequency, and n is the electron densi-

ty.The integral in Eq. (B - 2) need to be evaluated using the standard Landau contour for
a proper kinetic treatment. The water-bag distribution function is:
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We first calculate the dielectric tensor element ε

, the other dielectric tensor elements

can be calculate by the similar way. For ε , Eq. (B - 2) can be written as a summation of
five parts.
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Where f and f are the beam and plasma distribution function:
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and P and P are the absolute value of drift momentum for beam and plasma.
The first part of Eq. (B - 4) is:
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The second part of Eq. (B - 4) is:
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(B -

7)
We can simplify the three integrals in Eq.(B-7) by making the assumption that Pb>>Pthb
and Pb>>mec. Then we have an approximation for each integral:
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Then, Eq. .(B-7) can be integrated and becomes:
ω
n ω

P

p
k ∙ ∂f ⁄∂p
d p
γ m γω k ∙ p
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We can calculate the fourth and fifth parts of Eq. (B - 4) by following the similar
way the used for the calculation for second and third parts and making the assumption that Pp<<me. Combining the results with Eq. (B - 5), Eq. (B - 6) and Eq.(B-8),
we can get the expression of ε
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We can do the following variable substitutions to make all the variables that appear in
Eq. (B-9) dimensionless.

α
Ω

ω
where ω
ω

n
n
n
n

n

ω
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k c
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P
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P
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We can then finally get expression of ε with the non-dimensionalized form:
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Following the similar way, we can get the expression of ε
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